State Board of Education
September 20, 2017
Item K-2
AGENCY OF EDUCATION
Barre, Vermont
TEAM:

School Governance

ITEM:
Will the State Board of Education approve the request of the WEST RIVER
VALLEY MUUSD, the RIVER VALLEYS UUSD, and the MARLBORO SCHOOL
DISTRICT (MSD) submitted under Act 49, Sec. 4 (2017) to:
1. Exempt the MSD from the requirements of Act 46, Sec. 9 (2015) and from merger under
the Statewide Plan pursuant to Act 46, Sec. 10; and
2. Continue the MSD membership in the Windham Central SU (WCSU)?
SECRETARY’S RECOMMENDED ACTION:
That the State Board take no action at this time to approve the request submitted
under Act 49, Sec. 4 that the MSD remain a single-town school district and continue
its membership in the WCSU.

STATUTORY AUTHORITY: 16 V.S.A. § 261; Act 153 (2010), as amended; Act 156 (2012), as
amended; Act 46 (2015), as amended; Act 49 (2017)
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
I. General
The MSD provides for the education of its students by operating PK/K-8 and paying tuition for
Grades 9-12.
In December 2016, two study committees in WCSU presented proposals to the State Board 1 that
subsequently resulted in creation of two new unified union school districts:
•

The West River Valley MUUSD – Brookline, Jamaica, Newfane, and Townshend (PK/K12), and Windham (7-12); operates all grades, PK-12 (WRVMUUSD)

•

The River Valleys UUSD – Dover and Wardsboro; operates Grades PK/K-6 operating / 712 tuitioning (RVUUSD)

The MSD participated in the study committee that proposed creation of the River Valleys
UUSD. Its voters did not approve creation of the UUSD, however, at least in part because
merger under the terms of the proposal would have resulted in a change in Marlboro’s current
operating/tuitioning model.

1

See Agenda Items L-2 and L-3 from the December 20, 2017 meeting.

In May 2017, the Legislature approved Act 49, which includes multiple sections addressing
governance discussions around the State. Section 4 of that Act establishes a “Two-by-Two-byOne Side-by-Side Structure” (2-2-1). The 2-2-1 program authorizes the recent or proposed
creation of two new unified union school districts together with the proposal for one additional
town school district to retain its current governance structure.
The two new unified school districts and the MSD now submit a 2-2-1 proposal.
II. 2-2-1 Proposals in General
To be eligible for the tax rate reductions and other transitional assistance available in the Side-bySide program created by Act 156 and amended by Act 49, groups of existing districts must merge
to create at least two new unified union school districts 2 (UUSDs). The program requires the two
new UUSDs to be operational on the same day and for full operations to begin on or before July
1, 2019. Once formed, the two new UUSDs must have different operating / tuitioning patterns
from each other and must be members of the same SU.
In Act 49, Sec. 4, the 2017 Legislature authorized school districts to propose a new multi-district
structure, the 2-2-1, in a way that incorporates the Side-by-Side program.
The 2-2-1 program authorizes two recently created UUSDs 3 to join with a third, town school
district (Town District) to propose creation of a multi-district SU. Districts proposing a 2-2-1 must
demonstrate:
1. That the 2-2-1 structure meets all criteria, other than size criterion (4 districts or 1250
ADM) of the “RED” program of Act 153 (2010) – e.g., the two new UUSDs and the single,
town district are each responsible for PK-12 education of its resident students.
2. The 2-2-1 structure is better suited to them than forming an SD (single-district SU)
3. As of town meeting day 2017, the Town District was either:
a. “geographically isolated” due to lengthy driving times or inhospitable travel
routes between the district’s school(s) and “nearest school [with] excess capacity”
as determined by the State Board; or
b. “structurally isolated” because the operating/tuitioning patterns of “all
adjoining” districts differ from it. 4
4. The 2-2-1 structure will meet Act 46 Goals.
5. The Town District has a “detailed action plan to continue to improve” its performance
under the Act 46 Goals.
A unified union school district is distinguishable from other types of union school districts by being
responsible for the PK-12 education of all resident students, whether by operating all grades, tuitioning
all grades, or operating some grades and tuitioning the others. 16 V.S.A. § 722.
3 Alternatively, unmerged districts that are proposing to form two new UUSDs can make the 2-2-1
proposal. Because that is not the situation in this instance, this discussion does not address ways in
which the 2-2-1 process would be different if the two UUSDs had not yet been created.
4 Act 49, Sec. 4 explicitly states that the Town District is not automatically disqualified from being
considered “structurally isolated” even if one or more adjoining school districts that have merged under
Phases 1-3 have the same structure as the Town District. A nearby merger, however, does not in and of
itself automatically exempt the Town District from later merger.
2
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If both the State Board and the voters approve the proposal by November 30, 2017, then the Town
District – the MSD in this proposal – will be exempt from:
1. filing a proposal under Act 46, Sec. 9 by December 26, 2017; and
2. being required to merge by the State Board’s final Statewide Plan. 5
In addition, approval of the 2-2-1 proposal will have the result to affirm that the two merged
districts and the Town Districts will be members of the same supervisory union – at least for the
near term.

The WRVMUUSD, the RVUUSD, and the MSD
The WRVMUUSD, the RVUUSD, and the MSD are each responsible for the PK-12 education of
their respective resident students:
•

WRVMUUSD – PK-12 operating (7-12o for Windham)

•

RVUUSD – PK-6 operating / 7-12 tuitioning

•

MSD – PK-8 operating / 9-12 tuitioning

The FY2017 average daily membership of each district involved in this proposal is:
•

WRVMUUSD – 535.91 (including only 7-12o for Windham)

•

RVUUSD – 285.23

•

MSD – 134.45

•

(Windham Elementary School District – 19)

Because each of the three districts has a different operating/tuitioning pattern, it is impossible for
them to merge into a unified union school district that is its own supervisory district unless the
voters in at least two of the districts are willing to change their current operating/tuitioning
pattern.
The Legislature has presented geographic isolation and structural isolation as two distinct
alternatives in a 2-2-1 proposal. Nevertheless, it is hard to see how they differ in the context of a
2-2-1 proposal as both rely upon the same essential consideration: Is there a district with the same
operating/tuitioning pattern in the region with which the Town District could potentially merge?
If so, then the inference is that the State Board might want to delay granting the Town District an
exemption from merger under the Statewide Plan until the Board has an opportunity to consider
the value of merging the Town District with the other, similar district(s).

If not already eligible, both of the new UUSDs would be eligible for tax rate reductions and other
transitional assistance. The WRMUUSD and the RVUUSD have already met eligibility requirements
under the regular Side-by-Side program created by Act 156 (2012) and so that possibility under the 2-2-1
program does not apply.
5
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The MSD asserts that it is both geographically and structurally isolated as described by Act 49,
Sec. 4. 6 It explains:
[The MSD] sits in a very rural location, strategically located between several larger
communities. To achieve the educational and financial goals of Act 46, it must work
with all of its neighbors, particularly within the Windham Central and Windham
Southeast Supervisory Unions.
There are no other districts within the Windham Central Supervisory Union which
operate schools for grades K-8 and tuition students in grades 9-12. Marlboro has a long
history within the WCSU and has strong personal and organizational links to the towns
and schools within that region. It desires to remain a part of that supervisory union. The
other districts strongly support [MSD’s] continuation in the SU.
To the east, [Marlboro] has strong connections with the Windham Southeast Supervisory
Union. Brattleboro is the primary economic and cultural center for the region. Many
students choose to attend Brattleboro Union High School for grades 9-12. …
To the south, Halifax and Readsboro are engaged in creating a unified district of the
same structure [the Southern Valley UUSD}, however, they have long been part of a
different supervisory union, their natural connections are with Wilmington and
Whitingham, and they do not have strong natural connections with the Leland and Gray
community nor with Brattleboro.
We believe that Marlboro’s unique location, its current operating pattern, and its strong
connections with two different current supervisory unions make it well qualified for the
“Existing District” status.
Even though the new Southern Valley UUSD does not disqualify Marlboro from claiming
isolation under the 2-2-1 program, it is not dispositive. 7 If it does not approve this 2-2-1
proposal, then the State Board could request the Southern Valley UUSD to accept Marlboro as a
member. The Southern Valley voters would make the ultimate decision, however. When
making its proposal to the State Board, the Southern Valley Study Committee described its
conversations with the MSD. In addition, the MSD has detailed its conversations with other

Relying upon the list contained in the 2011 report regarding small schools grants, the proposal also
argues that Marlboro is eligible to retain its SSG even if it remains an unmerged town district. As
explained in the Agency’s memo to the State Board dated August 30, 2017, which the Board will discuss
in detail on September 20, 2017, the 2011 list was created and used solely for discussion purposes and has
never been acted upon or relied upon to determine SSG eligibility.

6

The State Board has no authority to decide the question of Marlboro’s SSG eligibility in the context of a 22-1 proposal. Marlboro’s argument on page 3 is therefore not pertinent to the 2-2-1 proposal, although
the Board may wish to consider it when determining the metrics that the Legislature has required it to
issue by July 1, 2018.
7 See footnote #4.
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districts, and in particular with Halifax, Readsboro, and Stamford. 8 It explains that the MSD
did not see merger with these districts as “plausible” because of “Lack of Possible Education
Expansion, Geographic Hurdles, and Financial Differences.”
In the absence of any evidence to the contrary, the desire of both the MSD and the Southern Valley
districts to proceed along current SU lines suggests that the Southern Valley voters likely would
not accept Marlboro as a member if requested by the State Board. In addition, although
consolidation of the Southern Valley and MSD governance structures might make sense, it is
unlikely that the Southern Valley voters would welcome expansion into a larger UUSD while still
in the early stages of preparing to operate as a unified district.
In connection with the MSD’s statement that it has “has strong personal and organizational
links to the towns and schools within” the Windham Central SU, it is interesting to consider the
following data regarding the high schools in which Marlboro’s tuitioned students enrolled in
FY2016:

Table 1: FY2016 Students for Whom Marlboro Paid Tuition

School
Northfield Mount Hermon School
Bard College at Simon's Rock
Interlochen Center for the Arts
Putney School, The
Vermont Academy
Compass School, The
Burr & Burton Academy
Vermont Technical College
Brattleboro UHSD
Leland & Gray UHSD
Twin Valley Joint Contract School

Town
State
Mount Hermon
MA
Great Barrington
MA
Interlochen
MI
Putney
VT
Westminster
VT
Westminster Station VT
Manchester
VT
Randolph
VT
Brattleboro
VT
Townshend
VT
Whitingham
VT

FTE
1.00
1.00
1.00
5.00
1.00
5.33
1.00
1.00
23.28
2.48
2.00

Of note, in FY2016 only 2.48 FTE students from Marlboro were attending Leland and Gray – the
sole high school in the Windham Central SU, the supervisory union of which Marlboro
proposes to remain a member. In contrast, over half of all students for whom Marlboro paid
tuition were attending the Brattleboro Union High School (23.23 FTE), which is a member of the
neighboring Windham Southeast SU. The majority of the remaining tuitioned students were in
independent schools, either in Vermont or out of state. In contrast, the overwhelming majority
of Wardsboro tuition students were enrolled in Leland and Gray and the bulk of Dover tuition
students were split between Brattleboro and Burr and Burton.

8

See the Report at pages 7-8.
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In addition, note that the travel time from Marlboro to the Windham Central SU office is
significantly longer than to other SU offices in the region:
Distance between Marlboro and Various SU offices
Windham Central
30 minutes
18.6 miles
Windham SE
16 minutes
9.5 miles
Windham SW
15 minutes
11 miles
It is also important to note that (1) by retaining small school districts – and especially small, singletown school districts – the proposal does not take significant steps to address tax rate volatility
and affordability, and (2) the continued diversity of structures and ongoing challenges of
scale limit opportunities for savings and strengthening of programs and opportunities.
The 2-2-1 proposal before the State Board discusses the ways in which the MSD intends to meet
or exceed the goals of Act 46. For example, it states an intent to work toward creation of a PK
program at the elementary school, to seek opportunities for multi-district participation in
programming, and to explore the expansion of middle school choice. In addition, it proposes to
maximize operational efficiencies and achieve other financial goals by, e.g., sharing services and
personnel within the SU. The proposal, however, does not demonstrate any detail or a vision of
how Marlboro will maintain or improve its educational quality or financial stability into the
future – which is especially concerning given the district’s continued decline in enrollment,
evident in the table below.
Table 2: Marlboro K-12 ADM Counts Over Time
ADM in
ADM in
#
%
FY97
FY17
change change
K-8
113
79
34
-30%
9-12
56
45
11
-20%
Total
169
124
45
-27%
These declines, which contribute to Marlboro’s relatively low student:teacher ratio at the
elementary school, explains in part the increasing tax rates. The funding formula equalizes the
ability of towns to raise revenue on a per pupil basis. As Marlboro has lost students, the voters
have had to make a greater tax effort in order to maintain the same level of programming.
Marlboro
Student:Teacher Ratio
Enrollment

FY15
10.99
98

FY16
9.45
86

As individual towns choose to spend more to maintain the status quo, even in the face of declining
pupils, the cost of education increases statewide. This is not a sustainable strategy. Plans that fail
to address long-term affordability effectively contribute to the current statewide problem of
affordability, making it difficult for the State to drive economic growth at the state level. This can
be seen in the original study committee report for Dover, Marlboro, and Wardsboro, which
compared the pre-CLA tax rates for FY2017 with what a unified rate would be for the same year,
with and without the 8 cent incentive:
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Table 3: pre-CLA Homestead Tax Rate Comparison, Merger versus No Merger
FY2017
pre-CLA homestead tax rate
Unified pre-CLA homestead
rate
Unified rate with 8-cent
incentive

Dover Marlboro Wardsboro
$1.57
$1.73
$1.59
$1.61
$1.53

***
Accordingly, we recommend that the State Board does not approve the proposal at this
time:
•

•

•

Given the lack of available, willing districts in the region that have the same
operating/tuitioning structure as the MSD, it seems reasonable to anticipate that
the State Board’s Statewide Plan will not require the MSD to merge with any
other district.
Because the considerations and analysis required for both proposals are the same,
the MSD is free to consider its 2-2-1 proposal as satisfying the requirements of a
Act 46, Sec. 9 proposal. Therefore, declining to grant approval to the 2-2-1
proposal will not result in additional work for the MSD. In addition, under Act
46, Sec. 10, the MSD Board will have further opportunities to have
“conversations” with the Secretary, to testify to the State Board, and to
supplement its proposal if it wishes to do so.
The only significant result of approving the 2-2-1 proposal at this time, rather
than very probably reaching the same conclusion regarding the MSD’s status as
a single-town school district as part of the Statewide Plan, is that the State Board
will appear also to be approving – even if only temporarily – the MSD’s
membership in the Windham Central SU. Long-standing statutory law
empowers the State Board to redraw SU boundaries on its own initiative or at
the request of a school district at any time. Given the ongoing discussions
still occurring in southern districts and SUs in the State, the small size of
most SUs in the region, and the strength of ties between the MSD and the
Windham Southeast SU, it would be premature to provide even the
impression that the State Board will necessarily maintain the current
boundaries of Windham Central SU in the final Statewide Plan.

STAFF AVAILABLE: Donna Russo-Savage, Principal Assistant, School Governance
Brad James, Education Finance Manager
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WINDHAM CENTRAL SUPERVISORY UNION
2 X 2 X 1 EXISTING DISTRICT ACTION PLAN
FOR MARLBORO SCHOOL DISTRICT

For Review by Vermont State Board of Education | September 2017

Compiled and approved by the Marlboro School Board | August 22, 2017
Submitted jointly with the West River Modified Unified Union School District and the River
Valleys Unified School District
Marlboro School Board Members:

Douglas Korb, School Board Chair
Celena Romo, Vice Chair
David Holzapfel, Clerk
Dan MacArthur, Director
Lauren Poster, Director

Windham Central Supervisory Union
2 x 2 x 1 Existing District Action Plan
for Marlboro School District
For Review by Vermont State Board of Education | September 2017

Vision
The mission of Marlboro School is to provide each student a rigorous, individualized, and
progressive education that incorporates the values of our community. Our vision of Marlboro
Elementary School as an existing district in the 2 x 2 x 1 structure is to strengthen its fiscal
sustainability and expand on collaborations with our longstanding partner districts that make
up the Windham Central Supervisory Union (and the surrounding region) and through such
strengthening, increase educational opportunities and improved services for all.

Proposal
The Marlboro School District, in conjunction with two new merged districts within the
Windham Central Supervisory Union, is proposing, effective July 1, 2018, to create a “Two-byTwo-by One Side-by-Side Structure as defined in Act 49 of the 2017 Legislature.
The members of the new structure will be as follows:
• West River Valley Modified Unified Union School District: Townsend, Jamaica,
Brookline, Newfane, Windham
• River Valleys Unified School District: Dover and Wardsboro
• Marlboro School District
This proposal is presented based on the assessment of all involved parties that this plan will
meet the goals of Act 46, build on historic strengths of the Windham Central Supervisory
Union, and allow all involved districts to maintain historic patterns of operating schools and
tuitioning students.
The West River Valley MUUD board approved of this plan at its meeting on July 18, 2017
The River Valleys Unified School District board is being officially seated on (TBA Sept/Oct 2017)
and The Marlboro School District Board of School Directors voted on May 16, 2017 to pursue
this proposal.

Eligibility for Consideration as a Two-by-Two-by-One Side-by-Side Structure
This proposal is made with the full belief that it meets the requirements for such a structure as
outlined in Act 49 of 2017.

1
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(1) Each new district is formed by the merger of at least two existing districts (each a Merged
District) and, together with an Existing District, are members of the same supervisory union that
is operational as a unit on the day on which the Merged Districts become operational.

The two merged districts have both been approved by voters in the spring and summer
of 2017, and are scheduled to take effect on July 1, 2018.
The two merged districts and Marlboro are currently all members of the Windham
Central Supervisory Union.

(2) As of March 7, 2017, town meeting day, the Existing District was either:
(A) geographically isolated, due to lengthy driving times or inhospitable travel routes between
the Existing District’s school or schools and the nearest school in which there is excess capacity
as determined by the State Board of Education; or
(B) structurally isolated, because all adjoining school districts have operating or tuitioning
models that differ from the Existing District; provided, however, that an Existing District shall
not be disqualified from being structurally isolated due to the fact that one or more adjoining
school districts that have merged or reached final agreement to merge under 2010 Acts and
Resolves No.153, 2012 Acts and Resolves No. 156, or 2015 Acts and Resolves No. 46, each as
amended, have the same operating or tuitioning model as the Existing District.

Marlboro is both geographically and structurally isolated. It sits in a very rural location,
strategically located between several larger communities. To achieve the educational and
financial goals of Act 46, it must work with all of its neighbors, particularly within the Windham
Central and Windham Southeast Supervisory Unions.
There are no other districts within the Windham Central Supervisory Union which operate
schools for grades K-8 and tuition students in grades 9-12. Marlboro has a long history within
the WCSU and has strong personal and organizational links to the towns and schools within
that region. It desires to remain a part of that supervisory union. The other districts strongly
support their continuation in the SU.
To the east, the town has strong connections with the Windham Southeast Supervisory Union.
Brattleboro is the primary economic and cultural center for the region. Many Marlboro
students choose to attend Brattleboro Union High School for grades 9-12. However, the towns
to the east are joined in a union school district for both middle and high school. Marlboro could
not join in with them without giving up choice, something our town has made clear they do not
want to lose through their vote and via a town-wide survey (enclosed in appendices).

2
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To the south, Halifax and Readsboro are engaged in creating a unified district of the same
structure, however, they have long been part of a different supervisory union, their natural
connections are with Wilmington and Whitingham, and they do not have strong natural
connections with the Leland and Gray community nor with Brattleboro.
We believe that Marlboro’s unique location, its current operating pattern, and its strong
connections with two different current supervisory unions make it well qualified for the
“Existing District” status.

Further Details on Geographic Isolation related to Smalls Schools grant
retention
The current list of schools eligible for Small Schools Grants due to Geographic Necessity,
updated on April 1st, 2011, includes Marlboro (see Section I, Appendix 1). Since our decision to
apply for Existing District status within this Action Plan, no new geographic isolation studies
have been done for our district, and we believe that no changes to our geography or substantial
updates to our roads have occurred that would change that status.
The Marlboro Elementary School is located on Route 9 in Windham County. The closest school
is Academy School, a K-6 elementary school in West Brattleboro Vermont, located 8 miles
away. The Middle School in Brattleboro is located 10 miles away. Travel routes to both schools
are via Route 9, one of the most dangerous stretches of highway in the state, often closed for
various lengths of time, especially in winter, due to ice, accidents and other inclement weather
related concerns. There is also a 600 foot elevation difference between Marlboro and
Brattleboro which adds to the dangerous aspect of the route in winter conditions.
The next closest school is Halifax School, a K-8 school located 9 miles away via South Road,
Moss Hollow Road and the River Road, or 16 1/2 miles via Route 9, Route 100 , Mill Road and
Collins Road. Marlboro Elementary will not send a school bus down Moss Hollow Road to
transport students due to the narrow, windy, dangerous hill. Moss Hollow is also impassable
and closed to larger vehicles during several weeks each year during mud season.
Additional information related to geographic and structural isolation may be found on page 6
in this report and Section I, Appendix 3 at the end of this document.
(3) Each Merged District and the Existing District, following the receipt of all approvals required
under this section, has a model of operating schools or paying tuition that is different from the
model of the other . . .

The three new parts of the 2-2-1 structure would have varied operating patterns:
• West River Valley Modified Unified Union School District: PK-12 Operating
• River Valleys Unified School District: PK-6 Operating, 7-12 Tuitioning
3
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•

Marlboro School District: K-8 Operating, 9-12 Tuitioning

(4) The Two-by-Two-by-One Side-by-Side Structure meets all criteria, other than the size
criterion (average daily membership of at least 1,250), for formation of a unified union school
district under 2010 Acts and Resolves N. 153, Sec. 3 and otherwise as provided in this section.

The implementation of this proposal actually involves eight districts, far exceeding the
minimum requirement of four districts.
Eight District towns of Windham Central Supervisory Union include:
Brookline
Dover
Jamaica
Marlboro
Newfane
Townshend
Wardsboro
Windham

4
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SECTION I
MARLBORO’S ACT 46 JOURNEY
2015-PRESENT

2015 WCSU Board Deliberations
Shortly after the passage of Act 46, the Windham Central Supervisory Union (WCSU) board
(made up of board members from all operating districts within the SU), began investigating
the Union’s options under Act 46 for the various school districts. Throughout the summer of
2015, the WCSU held several meetings whereby discussions ensued on the possibilities for
consolidation and mergers of districts within the Union. It was during this time that the
Marlboro School District decided to expand its board from 3 to 5 members. The board
realized early on that the demands of the newly implemented Act 46 law on the district would
be greater than three members could manage.

2015 Marlboro Act 46 Committee Outreach and Survey
In the fall of 2015, the Marlboro School Board created a town-wide Act 46 committee made
up of board members and community volunteers. The committee was charged by the school
board with reviewing and understanding all options relevant to the Marlboro School District
under ACT 46’s Phase 1 and 2. This work included reaching out to and surveying every local
school district. From this research and school interviews, the committee compiled a matrix of
the various operating structures and program offerings within the Windham Central
Supervisory Union and surrounding region (see Section I, Appendix 2). Simultaneously, the
committee circulated a town-wide survey which provided guidance to the board and informed
the board on the opinions of the Marlboro voters. With each decision, the board turned to
the survey to better understand what the Marlboro constituency valued most about the
Marlboro Elementary School. It was in 2016 that Marlboro decided to enter into an
Exploratory Committee within the WCSU to gain more insight into its options.

2016 WCSU Exploratory Committee
During the spring of 2016, Windham Central Supervisory Union (WCSU) formed an Act
46 Exploratory Committee with the charge:

5
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To consider the goals and provisions of Act 46 and to recommend to the school boards
of the Windham Central Supervisory Union actions that might be taken in a
coordinated way to maximize benefits for students, taxpayers, and communities.
The exploratory process reviewed the challenges and opportunities across all nine towns
and eight schools in the WCSU considering a case for action that included:
• Relatively flat student enrollment,
• Recent difficult budget decisions trending State-wide toward reducing student
opportunities (though not in Dover, Marlboro, or Wardsboro)
• The state intent to move toward sustainable models of educational governance,
• The potential loss of state supports for small schools and the transition away from
declining enrollment protections, and
• The incentives to support local action.
The case for action was strong enough for the exploratory committee to recommend that
WCSU form unified district study committees.
The exploratory committee reviewed possible options for unified districts with special
attention to the following evaluation criteria. The new structure should:
1. Strengthen educational opportunities for all students throughout the region;
2. Assure the ability to focus on the needs of the individual student;
3. Assure strong community connections;
4. Provide the opportunity to function more efficiently, to put more resources into
quality and equity of education, to address taxpayer concerns; and
5. Result in incentives for homestead taxpayers.
In the final report, the Exploratory Committee consultant, Stephen Dale, explained that there is
no good match within the WCSU for Marlboro but recognized Marlboro’s enduring history with
the WCSU. His comments are in italics and Marlboro’s subsequent actions follow each
recommendation. From pages 9-10 of the WCSU ACT 46 EXPLORATION Report and
Recommendation, May 25, 2016 (see Section I, Appendix 3).
"A special note about Marlboro
Marlboro has unique challenges. It is the only district in the SU that operates grades PreK-8. It
has some logistical challenges in considering connections with districts in other supervisory
unions. Some possible choices for action include the following:
1. […] join a study committee with Dover and Wardsboro to study the advisability of
forming a union school district that creates a “side-by-side” with a PreK-12 operating
district. […]

6
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Marlboro District’s actions relative to #1: Marlboro joined this Study Committee as advisable.
A vote was held in all three towns on March 7, 2017. The proposal passed in Dover and was
defeated in Wardsboro (a vote which was subsequently reversed on a reconsideration vote on
May 1st, 2017). The proposal was defeated in the town of Marlboro on a vote of 66 “yes” to
264 “no.” The primary feedback has been that the negative vote was a strong statement that
Marlboro residents did not want to stop operating the 7-8 grade at Marlboro Elementary. A
merger vote “yes” would have created a pre-K – 6 operating district since Dover and Wardsboro
do not operate grades 7-8. (See Study Committee Deliberations section below)

2. Connect with a PreK-8 operating district from another supervisory union and study
the advisability of forming a union school district that would be a “side-by-side” with a
PreK-12 operating district in Windham Central, Windham Southwest, or Windham
Southeast. […]

Marlboro District’s actions relative to #2:
I.

Outreach was completed to Windham Southwest (WSWSU) (see Matrix for schools in
that region – Section I, Appendix 2). Marlboro Elementary could not see opportunity
expansion as plausible for Halifax/Readsboro/Stamford for three reasons: Lack of
Possible Education Expansion, Geographic Hurdles, and Financial Differences:
a. Ed expansion/Geography: Halifax, the closest school in the WSWSU, is located 9
miles away via three roads: South Road, Moss Hollow Road and the River Road (one
is a dirt road). Marlboro Elementary will not send a school bus down Moss Hollow
Road to transport students due to the narrow, windy, dangerous hill. Moss Hollow
Road is also impassable and closed to larger vehicles during several weeks each year
for ice/mud (see Section I, Appendix 4 – note from Marlboro School Bus Coordinator
Andrea Howe). Similarly, Readsboro and Stamford are further afield than Halifax
(approximately 22 miles across terrain that is not easily traveled in winter and spring
months). Due to these geographic hurdles, Marlboro has deemed it unsafe in prior
years to expand education opportunities in this direction, with these geographic
constraints.
b. Financial Opposition: After Marlboro’s outreach to explore a potential advisable
study committee status with the WSWSU, we learned that they had already started a
study committee and their consultant came to these findings: [Taken from Halifax/
Readsboro/Stamford Act 46 Proposal]: “After several meetings, and looking at the
financials, it was determined that the Marlboro School had a much higher per pupil
spending than the other three schools of Readsboro, Halifax and Stamford. The
higher per pupil spending in Marlboro would have increased the taxes of
Readsboro by (0.1644), Stamford by (0.2011 ), Halifax by ( 0.0002) and
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would have reduced the taxes in Marlboro by (0.33). This was not acceptable to
Readsboro, Stamford, and Halifax;”
II.

Outreach was also completed to Windham Southeast, but that region does not provide
for school choice and Marlboro’s community survey showed overwhelming support to
retain high school choice within the Marlboro district. However, since roughly 50% of
Marlboro students choose Windham Southeast for secondary school, the board chose to
invite the Windham Southeast Superintendent to meet and discuss program expansion
for our 7-8 grade students as a starting place (see Section I, Appendix 5: Meeting
Minutes).

III.

Marlboro also considered, briefly, the Vernon School District (within Windham
Southeast). It is a K-6 School district and one of the furthest schools within the WSESU
from Marlboro. The Vernon School District voted on July 18th to separate from the BUHS
#6 Union School District. Vernon School District has been actively engaged since the
passage of Act 49 to explore ways of remaining in the Windham Southeast Supervisory
Union. Vernon currently operates a K-6 elementary school district and plans to remain in
that structure. So, in considering working with Vernon, it does not make sense for
Marlboro to consider partnering as they have a different operating structure and have
specific plans for creating a side by side within their own supervisory union.
3. Ask to be an informal participant in one or more of the study committees which may be
created in any of the three SUs [mentioned above]. […]

Marlboro District’s actions relative to #3: This was not pursued as the Marlboro School Board
entered into a Study Committee with the Dover and Wardsboro district.
4. Involvement in 1, 2, or 3 may strengthen any later case to propose an “alternative
structure”. Formal participation in a study committee may be helpful in qualifying to
retain the small schools grant as Act 46 indicates that one consideration will be “the
district’s participation in a merger study and submission of a merger report to the State
Board pursuant to chapter 11 of this title.”

Marlboro District’s actions relative to #4: The creation of the 2 x 2 x 1 option has created a
better option for Marlboro, rather than pursuing the “alternative structure” model.

Study Committee Deliberations
The recommendations of the exploratory committee resulted in the formation of two Act
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46 Study Committees within the WCSU. One committee was to study the formation of a PK-12
unified district for the towns in the Leland & Gray Middle/High School Union - Brookline,
Jamaica, Newfane, Townshend, and Windham. The union school district would be eligible for
incentives and protections under the provisions of either a regional education district or a
modified unified union school district. The other committee was to study the formation of a
PK-12 unified union district providing education in either Grades PK-6 or PK-8 and tuitioning
students in the upper grades - Wardsboro, Marlboro, and Dover. [Note: all districts save 1
(Stratton) chose to explore remaining a Supervisory Union as each recognized the history of
collaboration within the SU.]
Marlboro School Board also authorized a sub committee of the board to study options for the
Marlboro School District if the town were to vote “No” to a merger with Dover and Wardsboro.
This committee met one to two times a months during the summer, fall and winter of 2016
through the the spring of 2017.
The study committee for Wardsboro, Marlboro, and Dover met during the summer and fall of
2016 to extend the work of the exploratory committee. The committee examined the
possibilities of a unified school district in terms of:
• Student learning opportunities,
• Efficiency and effectiveness, and
• Financial implications to taxpayers.
The work of the committee included actions to reach out to citizens of the three towns with
the goal of ensuring that citizens had knowledge of- the study and- how-they might provide
input. The committee as a whole took the following steps:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Discussed study committee progress at regular town school district board
meetings,
Engaged a consultant to support activities to connect and communicate with
the public,
Provided multiple notices of each committee meeting,
Encouraged participation by members of the public attending study committee
meetings,
Sent information to families through weekly school correspondence
Posted meeting agendas and minutes on the WCSU Act 46 website,
Videoed meetings and posted the videos on Brattleboro Community TV and
Youtube,
Established a blog containing easily accessible materials and resources to
understand the work of the committee and the way to provide input or ask questions
(http://wcsu-commjttee.blogspot.com/)
Distributed press releases about the work of the committee,
Used town Front Porch Forum to disseminate information,
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•
•
•

Developed and used an email list to send information to citizens,
Developed an informational flyer,
Distributed the informational flyer through the schools, at national election polling
stations, town offices and libraries, and places frequently visited in the community.

2016-2017 Marlboro School Board Alternative Structure Committee
Because Marlboro has no natural operating partners within our Supervisory Union (K-8 with
H.S. choice) the School Board appointed a subcommittee of the board to investigate how our
town would comply with the goals of Act 46 if the town voted in opposition to a merger with
Dover and Wardsboro.
The committee used information gathered by our earlier community Act 46 Committee in 2015
and 2016 to inform our decision making. In addition we invited the Superintendent of the
Windham South East Supervisory Union, Ron Stahley, and the Chair of the WSESU, Alice
Laughlin, to a meeting that included our school principal, Francie Marbury and our
Superintendent, Bill Anton, to discuss the possibility of expanding opportunities for our Junior
High Students through joint programming with middle school students from WSESU. This
meeting established the first of what we hope will become a five-year plan of possible
expanded programs for both districts.
Our committee requested and was granted financial assistance from a local foundation, the
Marlboro School Association, to fund outreach and to hire a consultant to guide us through the
Act 46 Phase 3 process if necessary. These funds were used to develop a brochure and an
informational postcard, as well as graphs of possible changes to the tax rate that would occur
with or without a merger, these were distributed to all voters in our District prior to Town
Meeting Day (see Section I, Appendix 6).
In January of 2017 three members of our Sub Committee were granted an opportunity to
testify before the House and the Senate on bills that would impact the Draft Rules for
Alternative Structures under Act 46. The path that we are now on, 2x2x1 is a direct result of
actions taken by the legislature in response to ours and others’ testimony to Bills H-7, H-15 and
S-15 (see Section I, Appendix 7).
The work of the Alternative Structure committee of the Marlboro School Board
• Met regularly to study options available under Alternative Structures under Act 46
• Hosted community forums to communicate with the public
• Provided multiple notices of each committee meeting
• Encouraged participation by members of the public attending AS meetings
• Created an informational brochures and charts illustrating costs and potential gains and
losses of educational opportunities associated with merging/not merging made
available throughout the communities and though a town wide mailer.
• Posted meeting agendas and minutes on the Marlboro School Website
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Marlboro/Dover/Wardsboro Study Committee Reflections
An integral aspect of the study committee was to develop a shared understanding of the three
elementary schools involved. Each principal made a presentation to the committee about the
school and town. The presentations included demographics, enrollment, expenditures,
programs, instructional focus, and achievement on state assessments.
One aspect of the presentations of the principals that stood out for the committee was the
three different instructional focuses of the schools. Both the principals and the committee
agreed that maintaining the ability of each school to have its own focus and culture would be
critical to any successful union.
Historically, the district school boards in the Windham Central Supervisory Union, including
school district boards in Dover, Marlboro, and Wardsboro, have worked to consolidate
management and educational services and to otherwise bring about effective and efficient
operating procedures and practices. Through this process, both formal and informal
agreements, management systems, and operating procedures have evolved between and
among these member school districts, laying a foundation for the creation of a unified system.
This foundational work includes:
•
•
•
•

Progress on development of a unified curriculum that specifies outcomes for
students rather than standardization of methods,
Unified special education delivery system,
Special education and paraprofessionals under one WCSU contract, and
Coordination of transportation contracts.

The study committee worked with John Everitt to develop a plan for the River Valleys Unified
Union School District. The plan was presented by members of the board and an outside
facilitator on 6 separate occasions, 2 in each community. Each presentation was recorded by
BCTV and also reported by the Deerfield Valley News. Questions and answers were collected
from each session and posted on the committee blog site for reference.
All of the data and findings from the Study Committee were presented to the public of
Marlboro prior to voting on Town Meeting Day 2017. The town voted No to the merger with
Dover/Wardsboro.
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Section II
Meeting Act 46 Goals
Summary of Proposed Plan
All of the work done in the context of this Act 46 process mentioned in Section 1 has helped
bring us to the current proposal. We are confident that the goals of Act 46 can be fulfilled
within a 2 x 2 x 1 structure. We believe that this arrangement achieves the following:
1. Allows Marlboro to continue to support and be supported by the districts in the
Windham Central Supervisory Union. Our districts have a long history of
interdependence and collaboration. This new arrangement will build on those strengths.
2. Allows Marlboro to take advantage of its proximity to and historic connections with the
Windham Central SU while also having the freedom to strengthen student opportunities
through programmatic connections with the Windham Southeast Supervisory Union
middle school program.
3. Allows Marlboro to continue its current operating pattern, operating a school for grades
K-8 and to tuition students thereafter.
4. Creates a structure which will support achievement of the specific goals of Act 46
described in detail below.

ACT 46 GOAL 1 - EQUITY OF OPPORTUNITY
A. Developing a Pre K program at Marlboro School
•
•
•
•

Pre K at Marlboro School - student access to special services, such as special education, art,
music, and physical education.
We will learn from other schools in WCSU about how they incorporated PreK.
We will share Pre K - K staffing across WCSU.
We will share professional development resources across the WCSU.

A note on the addition of Preschool into Marlboro’s existing K-8 structure: Over the
past decade the local preschool program in Marlboro, the Meetinghouse School, has
been in conversation with the Elementary school about consolidation and
collaboration. With a lower but somewhat stable enrollment, the need for financial
security, professional development, and access to services have been the overarching
goals of these conversations.
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B. Keeping with our longstanding relationship, teachers will continue to benefit from
common professional development /teacher collaboration
•
•
•

Teachers across the WCSU will benefit from sharing each school’s unique
programming
Students will benefit from participation in the WCSU professional development
based on the CIP (Continuous Improvement Plan)
Students will benefit from teachers’ participation in the WCSU-wide mentoring
program for new educators.

C. Increase opportunities for Marlboro students within the WCSU through mutual
agreement.
•

•

•

Marlboro will actively seek opportunities on sharing administration so students can
participate with other schools within the WCSU in sports, theater, music and arts
programming. Examples include hiring of a shared theater director or coordinator of
inter-mural soccer between districts.
Marlboro would like to propose school-to-school events within the SU, such as
Science Fairs or Engineering Challenges. WCSU is a perfect partner for this type of
collaboration due to our history of working together and similarly sized elementary
schools.
There are growing opportunities for our K-6 students to participate in the SU's
“L'After” program with other schools (the WCSU Expanded Learning Opportunities
Program supported by 21st Century Grant funding), to expand opportunities for
student participation in inter-school programming during the school year and
summer - such as organized sports, theater, music and arts. As of 2017, Marlboro
community members will be on an advisory board overseeing the program
administration through the SU.

D. Develop collaborative programming with area middle schools beyond the WCSU when
practicable.
•

Explore options for middle school students from area schools to participate in
ongoing field research programs at Marlboro School, such as the Costa Rica field
research program.

E. Explore expansion of middle school choice. Explore with neighboring middle schools
ways to create more options for school choice between and among them to allow us to
better respond to student needs and interests.
F. Marlboro students in grades 9-12 continue to take advantage of school choice to match
individual student needs
13
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ACT 46 GOAL 2 -ACHIEVE OR EXCEED THE STATE QUALITY STANDARDS
Marlboro students will achieve or exceed the State Quality Standards based on:
• Use of the WCSU curriculum director to implement standards based curriculum,
supported by professional development
• Development of standards based and research based assessment tools for
individual student learning (CIP / PLP)
• “Outside Works” (Section II, Appendix 1) which includes field research, the
garden program, and the composting program
• Continued access to the shared teacher substitute pool for consistent
instructional quality
• Participation in the Educator Evaluation System that will exist WCSU wide.
• Use of the WCSU LCAS (Local Common Assessment System) and SBAC to measure
and assure student progress toward EQS.
• Continued use of the Special Education director to strengthen development,
oversight, and implementation of IEP’s and compliance with IDEA
• Since the adoption of SBAC, Marlboro has seen significant increases in student
achievement. On average, the percentage of students scoring Percent Level 3 or
above increased by 9% in ELA and 13% in Math from the 15-16 to 16-17 school
year. Growth can be contributed to improved curriculum that is aligned to the
CCSS, using SBAC results to support students who were not meeting benchmark,
and teacher professional development provided in and out of the SU. For the 1718 school year, we are committed to further improving student’s academic
growth by adopting the WCSU’s LCAS into our CIP and participating in teacher
professional development provided by the SU.
• Use of the Marlboro “Realms of Learning” and related rubrics to guide
instruction, assessment, and learning (see Section II Appendix: Introduction
“Realms of Learning”).
• Use of PLP’s (Personal Learning Plans) in 7th and 8th grades to identify individual
student learning needs (see Section II, Appendix 2).
• I Projects (Independent Study) as one way for students to pursue interests
identified in their PLP’s (see Section II, Appendix 3).
• 5th-8th grade teachers will offer workshops on conducting field research, Project
Based Learning, and Design Technology (eg. furniture making program in 7th and
8th grades) (see Section II Appendix: Introduction “Outside Works”).
• 7th/8th grade teachers will offer workshops to WCSU middle school educators on
the Realms of Learning, PLP’s, and the Graduation Portfolio process.
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ACT 46 GOAL 3 - MAXIMIZE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCIES
•

•

•

Marlboro School will work with the other WCSU districts to spread unanticipated
expenses across WCSU, which would reduce dramatic fluctuations within
individual school budgets. ( eg. Special Education).
Marlboro School will share services/personnel within the WCSU, such as
instrumental music teacher, physical education teacher, music teacher, art
teacher, and special education paraprofessionals.
Marlboro School will work with the other WCSU districts to create a WCSU-wide
facilities manager position to assist with school renovations and upgrades.

ACT 46 GOAL 4 - PROMOTE TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Marlboro School will promote transparency and accountability through
• Participation in the Local Common Assessments System (LCAS) Implemented across
the WCSU
• WCSU analysis of SBAC results
• Marlboro School annual fiscal audit (4 copies of Marlboro’s 2015-2016 audit
enclosed with this proposal)
• Development of a standards based report card

ACT 46 GOAL 5 - EDUCATION DELIVERED AT A COST THAT PARENTS, VOTERS AND TAXPAYERS VALUE
•
•
•

Marlboro will achieve this goal based on continued receipt of the Small Schools
Grants based upon structural / geographic isolation (see section entitled “Further
Details on Geographic Isolation related to Smalls Schools grant retention” above)
The Marlboro Town Meeting has passed the annual school budget for decades
indicating support of its fiscal responsibility
The Marlboro Town citizens voted 264 - 66 in favor of maintaining the independence
of the Marlboro School as an Existing District
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Section III
Financial Analysis if Granted Existing District Status
Historically, the cost per student in Marlboro has been reasonably well aligned with the state
wide average. However, in recent years, the Marlboro School District has a higher-than-State
Average per-pupil cost. Our per-pupil cost reached $16,676 during the 2016-2017 school year
which resulted in a District Equalized Homestead tax rate of $1.73. For the coming year, 20172018, the cost per student is projected to be $16,901 1 and the tax rate is $1.65 2. The Marlboro
School Board is fully aware of the need to continue to address per pupil costs and is prepared
to do so in a number of ways within the context of a 2 x 2 x 1 structure.
The primary driver of the increased per-pupil cost greater than that of many of our peers has
been the cost of special education. The number of identified students has increased as has the
cost per student. The district is committed to developing different approaches to tailoring
programs to meet the needs of all students and preventing the need for special education
services. We also will work within the supervisory union to consider ways to restructure
methods for apportioning special education expenditures to reduce the volatility of this
number. Tackling this issue will be best facilitated by remaining within the Windham Central
Supervisory Union. This type of analysis had begun prior to the Board becoming immersed in
Act 46 (See Section III, Appendix 1: Marlboro Special Education Proposal to WCSU Board). We
will pick this up as soon as the Act 46 process is complete.
We will also pursue ways to reduce per-student costs through looking closely at studentteacher ratios. Where classes are particularly small, we will seek to combine grades and class
units. We will also share staff with other school districts within the SU. In recent years, the
Windham Central Supervisory Union has developed a process for collaboratively sharing staff
and replacing retirements. Examples include shared special education staff and specialists such
as a music teacher. This has allowed schools to be able to be flexible with staffing placements
from year to year and creating full time positions split among small elementary schools.
Contracts for these shared employees are managed by the SU and staff are then able to receive
full-time employment benefits. This has led to more consistent and stable staffing. Marlboro is
committed to these staff sharing practices and will continue to look for other ways in which to
share positions when they become available. To maintain and build on these practices will
require continued membership in the WCSU.
High School tuition is set by the State and we have no control over either the number of
students or the rates we pay.

1
2

As of March 2017 Marlboro Town Report
As of tax bills delivered to Marlboro residents July 2017
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There has been a growing interest to bring a preschool program at Marlboro Elementary. In
recent years, there have been about 10 preschool age Marlboro students who participated in
preschool and receive funding through Act 166, totaling close to $40,000 per year. If Marlboro
were to offer preschool, it could be done by combining preschool with kindergarten. This
configuration would require minimal staffing and potentially decrease the funding needed for
preschool. In addition, class size would increase to an estimated 20 students per classroom.

Marlboro Student Population Numbers
A major driver for the passage of Act 46 was declining student enrollment in many districts
across the state. That has not been the case in Marlboro. A 13-year view of enrollment at
Marlboro shows that the student population has remained fairly constant with a slightly
upward trend. There is not an expectation of declines in the forseeable future, reducing the
necessity for merger with others.

Student Numbers:

Total Enrollment Pre-K -8 2004 to 2017

Year:
76 2004-2005

125

85 2005-2006
87 2006-2007
100
85 2007-2008
89 2008-2009
95 2009-2010

75

100 2010-2011
92 2011-2012
96 2012-2013

50

98 2013-2014
86 2014-2015
25
91 2015-2016
90 2016-2017
0

Conclusion Summary
This proposal is strongly supported by the two new unified school districts within the Windham
Central Supervisory Union. (See Section III, Appendix 2: letter signed by River Valleys School
District which strongly supports the Marlboro School District). We look forward to working
together to improve equity, quality, and opportunity for our students and to achieve long-term
sustainability for our taxpayers. We ask the State Board to approve of this proposal so it may be
taken before the voters of Marlboro.
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IV. Small Schools Identified as Eligible Due to Geographic Necessity
Subdivision (1) of Act 153, section 21, requires the commissioner of education to identify
small schools that are eligible due to geographic necessity. Twenty-three small schools
were identified as being eligible due to geographic necessity (Table 2). It was considered
that either the driving times or distances, along with the travel route, were an obstacle in
transporting students. Distances and times shown are from school to school and do not
take into account additional distance and times for students to reach their current school.
Thus, actual seat time on a school bus could be considerably longer for many students
than the times shown in the table.
Table 2: Small Schools Eligible Due to Geographic Necessity (by County)
Distance
School
FY10
S.U.
County
Grades
Time
District
Enroll
Miles
(min)
Stamford
Brighton
Canaan
Guildhall
Lunenburg
Bakersfield
Franklin
Montgomery
Eden
Waterville
Strafford
Charleston
Lakeview
USD #043
Lowell
Mt. Holly
Sherburne
Shrewsbury
Grafton Elem
School
Marlboro
Windham
Barnard
Rochester
Stockbridge

Windham
Southwest
North
Country
Essex
North
Essex Caledonia
Essex Caledonia
Franklin
Northeast
Franklin
Northwest
Franklin
Northeast
Lamoille
North
Lamoille
North
Orange Windsor
North
Country
Orleans
Southwest
North
Country
Rutland Windsor
Windsor
Central
Rutland
South
Windham
Northeast
Windham
Central
Windham
Central
Windsor
Central
Windsor
Northwest
Windsor
Northwest

FY2011
Support
Grant

Stability
Grant

Support
Grant
Per
Pupil

Bennington

19

12

K-8

68

$90,404

-

$1,329

Essex

18

10

PK-8

106

$103,876

$3,717

$980

Essex

50

29

K-12

212

$88,713

-

$418

Essex

19

12

K-6

20

$40,250

$5,575

$2,013

Essex

19

14

PK-8

125

$83,082

-

$665

Franklin

15

9

K-8

155

$47,274

-

$305

Franklin

19

11

K-6

130

$23,693

-

$182

Franklin

20

12

K-8

127

$92,913

-

$732

Lamoille

13

8

PK-6

131

$23,693

-

$181

Lamoille

14

8

PK-6

81

$73,512

-

$908

Orange

11

7

K-8

123

$88,824

-

$722

Orleans

18

10

PK-8

97

$100,011

-

$1,031

Orleans

20

10

K-6

74

$77,062

-

$1,041

Orleans

15

11

PK-8

123

$88,081

-

$716

Rutland

16

9

K-6

113

$45,992

-

$407

Rutland

18

12

PK-6

98

$70,985

-

$724

Rutland

19

10

PK-6

64

$77,303

-

$1,208

Windham

13

7

K-6

76

$75,371

-

$992

Windham

11

8

PK-8

95

$99,695

-

$1,049

Windham

18

11

PK-6

19

$40,000

$15,238

$2,105

Windsor

17

10

K-6

74

$80,834

-

$1,092

Windsor

16

11

K-12

210

$106,664

-

$508

Windsor

14

8

PK-6

67

$76,523

-

$1,142

Totals

2,388

$1,694,755

$24,530

$710

6
Act 153 Study on Small School Grant Eligibility Due to Geographic Necessity (April 1, 2011)
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PROXIMITY

19 miles

15 miles

DISTRICT

Putney

Dummerston

160.70 ADM
for 2014

124.85 ADM
for 2014

15 miles

28 miles

Wardsboro

21

Dover

170 kids
Smallest
class size 12,
largest is 23
...is committed to creating an
atmosphere of mutual respect
and personal responsibility,
which is safe and accessible to
children and their families. To
the greatest extent possible, we
strive to meet a student's
academic and social needs in
an atmosphere where success
is seen as a shared
responsibility among all our
constituents.

1

community- centered
learning environment
that provides all of its students
with a strong foundation
for a lifelong interest in
learning so that they may
become responsible
members of an
ever-changing society.
$14,413.75 To educate and connect
our students, their families,
and the community in a
$14,597.70 safe, supportive and

$16,467.83

$16,729.92

...is it to encourage, guide,
and supportone another to
grow as kind and respectful
thinkers who trust and believe
we can make a
positive difference in life.

ADM (Avg Daily
Members)
(Marlboro =
PER PUPIL SPENDING
128.77)
(Marlboro 2015 = 16,215.31) PHILOSOPHY

WCSU

WCSU

WSESU

WSESU

7-12

7-12

NA

NA

CURRENT S.U. TUITION

Marlboro Act 46 Committee
School Matrix
Research and Interviews with Schools in Surrounding Region

Pre-k to 6

Pre-k to 6

K-8

K-8

Tutition Jr High

BAMS

yes
Middle school
6-8

STRUCTURE (K-6,
K-8? etc)
JR. HIGH?

CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENTS
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208.50 ADM for
2014
119 in bldg

22 miles

14 miles

Readsboro

Guilford

22

Halifax

8/23/2017

Academy School

7 1/2 miles

375 students

21 1/2 miles (paved) 80 ADM for 2014

82.65 ADM for
2014

PROXIMITY

DISTRICT

---- None found

$13,418.09 None found

$15,174.79

2

...is to provide a safe,
supportive environment where
children grow academically,
socially, & emotionally & are
challenged to reach their
potential as local & global
community members.

WSESU

WSSU

WSESU

highschool

7-12

CURRENT S.U. TUITION

Students will become life long
earners: who will maximize their
ability to learn, think and solve
problems. Students will be
prepared to meet their future
challenges and will become
$10,291.24 responsible members of society. WSSU

ADM (Avg Daily
Members)
(Marlboro =
PER PUPIL SPENDING
128.77)
(Marlboro 2015 = 16,215.31) PHILOSOPHY

Marlboro Act 46 Committee
School Matrix
Research and Interviews with Schools in Surrounding Region

K-6

K-8

Pre-k to 6

Pre-k to 8

No (BAMS)

Sending to BAMS

yes (2 students?)
1 teacher for
5th - 8th grade

STRUCTURE (K-6,
K-8? etc)
JR. HIGH?

CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENTS
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15 miles

Twin Valley

23

NewBrook

16 miles

PROXIMITY

DISTRICT

130 students

12317.93* (Pre-merger
numbers for Brookline

No data

none found

3

see "Mission Statements"

ADM (Avg Daily
Members)
(Marlboro =
PER PUPIL SPENDING
128.77)
(Marlboro 2015 = 16,215.31) PHILOSOPHY

WCSU

WSSU

CURRENT S.U. TUITION
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6-12

Send to Leyland
& Gray

STRUCTURE (K-6,
K-8? etc)
JR. HIGH?

1 year away from
major renovation
/addition

CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENTS
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Marlboro
Windham (data only)

DISTRICT

PROXIMITY

129.85 ADM
for 2014

4

Yes

STRUCTURE (K-6,
K-8? etc)
JR. HIGH?

K-8
tuition
High school High School

CURRENT S.U. TUITION

to support students in
developing their creative
abilities and
learning the skills needed to live
and work with others. The
school strives to provide an
environment in which children
can
experience success and
develop their feeling of selfworth. Along
with these creative
accomplishments, we provide
instruction in
the basic skills necessary to
succeed in our changing world.
All this is done in an
atmosphere characterized by
the joy of learning
WCSU
WCSU

ADM (Avg Daily
Members)
(Marlboro =
PER PUPIL SPENDING
128.77)
(Marlboro 2015 = 16,215.31) PHILOSOPHY
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DISTRICT

25

Jamaica (data only)

PROXIMITY
CURRENT S.U. TUITION

5

to provide students with a safe and
respectful environment,a quality
education that reflects high
academic standards, respects and
nurtures individual talents,
encourages
cooperative involvement among
family,
peers, school, and community and
allows our students to develop to
their maximum potential as life-long
learners and responsible members
of
the global as well as local
community.
We Believe
All children can and want to learn
and it is our responsibility to teach
to each student’s learning style;
Everyone deserves a safe and
respectful environment;
Knowing the families of the
children we teach is as important as
knowing the children as we believe
active parental involvement is key
to student learning;
High expectations for academic
and social skills lead to lifelong
learning; and
Student-focused professional
development maximizes student
learning.
WCSU

ADM (Avg Daily
Members)
(Marlboro =
PER PUPIL SPENDING
128.77)
(Marlboro 2015 = 16,215.31) PHILOSOPHY
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STRUCTURE (K-6,
K-8? etc)
JR. HIGH?

CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENTS
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Wardsboro

Dover

31 acres with various
sports fields
(soccer, baseball).
library, cafeteria/gym
2 computer labs
Every student has
chrome book every class
Smart/White Board.
4 class rms, instruct.
support library,
multi-purpose rm
sm kitchen, office

Putney

Through
Middlebury
College
Chinese, Span...
Very flexible

Language

No

art studio and art class
1x a week pre k - 6th
*health room and health
class 1x a week prek - 6th Spanish PreK-6
2x wk

waiting for info

Kahn Academy as online
class resource
advanced math students
could easily be part of
a partnership between
schools.

Wellness Room
(workout, stress
reduction, and a quiet
place for students who
need it )
175 acre campus

Dummerston

NOTES

FACILITIES

DISTRICT

6

Young children-sugaring huts
vernal pools, farms, etc.
4 gr focused on Vt history.
5-6th Mayan studies unit
went
to Harvard for special
exhibits,
5th grade 1 weeks to
Keewaydin on Lake
Dunmore)

Field Research

Gen Music 1xwk
Choral 1xwk
Lessons
travel to perform

Music

Marlboro Act 46 Committee
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35 min PE 2x week

PE 2x a week
Pre K-6

Movement

integrated in classrm
aligned with CCSS

incorporate poetry
language arts and
social studies

see Other enrichment

Poetry

soccer
run by volunteers.

Winter sports run by
parents.
co-ed teams: soccer,
basketball, baseball.
Girls on the Run.

pe 1x week

Sports
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Halifax

8/23/2017

Academy School

1:1 iPad school gr 3-8.
Others have access to
laptops. multi-purpose rm
serves as gym, cafeteria
and theatre- has small
stage.
Haven't responded

Gym and library

Guilford

extensive music
including band

Spanish 2xWk
grd 1-6

7

1 x per week
2 cocerts per year

all grades 1xweek
5&6 have band

Want to have
but they don't
provide
benefits

Music

some trips to museums,
farms
None currently
businesses, forts, not
trying to start a
considered
pilot prog. for 6-8 "research"

None offered

each class takes 1 trip
curriculm based
4th grd visits state house

Readsboro

Field Research

"Nature's Classroom"
Spanish thru
5-6th gr every other year.
Duo Lingo,
online learning
hope to expand.
3rd & 4th Grades visit local artists.

Language

Cafeteria "triples"
as caf, gym and
theatre
Computer Lab
20 computers
Chromebook

NOTES

FACILITIES

DISTRICT
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Integreated in cur.
celebrate Poetry
Month

Poetry in all Eng clas
& electives -creative
writing or power of
poetry. Vt spoken
word competion

PE 2xWk
non-traditional
movement, dance,
fun, yoga
upper grades have
fit desks w low
impact
bicycle built in.

Verandah Porsche
work w/ each grd for
a session (not this yr)

incorporated within
the curriculum.

Poetry

classes stop and
stretch
every hour.
Movement in
Afterschool

PE is offered 2x
week

PE.
Winter sports
Parent led yoga
after school

Movement

Soccer basketball
skiing, softball,
baseball
golf, track.Thru BUHS
any sport there we do
not offer: hockey,
football, Lacrosse.

Soccer and Basket
Ball. PE x a week

no

Sports
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3 science labs at HS
1 at middle school.
new gym & auditorium
video studio, new art
spaces, woodworking &
metal shop.
new music rm, lg practice
rm, individual practice
rms.
We no longer have a
computer lab as all of our
students are issued a
chromebk
K-5 has gym, computer
lab, art rm,
music rm, library

Twin Valley

28

NewBrook

NOTES

Library, MPR
(gym/cafeteria/climbing
wall),
Art Room/Music Room,
gardens, disc golf course, They will benefit by ACT
fields and forest.
46, due to their recent
consolidation.

FACILITIES

DISTRICT

None in K-5

8

Poetry

incorporate poetry
in classrooms

PE all grades
Project Adventure in
Fall
integrated with
for gr 3-5
Core Cur.

Movement

.2 FTE
Instrumental Music
individual lessons
"elite" jazz band
.4 FTE Vocal Music
trip to Windham Solid Waste every classroom 1- .4 FTE phys ed
& Brattleboro Environmental 2x wk
every classrm
Education Center.
"elite" choral group 2 x per week

K-3 2x a wk.
K-5 Younger to to Orchard
4th & 5th 1x week
2nd gr museum, year end trip +band option

6-12 band & chorus
6th gr 6 wks
general
music. High Sc
Garage Band
comp.
music tech, voice
piano

Music

7th gr Spanish
8th gr French -6
wks
High Sc Fr & SP
+Others thru
virtual HS

Field Research

Plenty! Exchange program
foreign language students
spend 2 wks in Spain,
drama productions,
museums,
8th grade visit a college,
trip to Boston, drama group
to see Broadway plays,
drama festivals, ...

Language

Marlboro Act 46 Committee
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after-school sports
not school sponsored

Valley Youth

Sports
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Marlboro
Windham (data only)

DISTRICT

Outback(gym)
Library
small kitchen
Community Garden

FACILITIES

NOTES

Spanish

Language

Band, recorder,
all school sing,
guitar, violin

Field Research at every
grade
level including trips to DC,
NYC
Cape Cod and Costa Rica

9

Music

Field Research
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Movement classes
in addition to PE

Movement

Sports

Basket ball with
volunteers.
Poetry Teacher as
winter sports-skiing
well as incorporated in at Mt. Snow,
classroom curriculm
skating?

Poetry
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DISTRICT

30

Jamaica (data only)

FACILITIES

NOTES

Language

10

Field Research

Music
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Movement

Poetry

Sports
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Breakfast & Lunch
contrac w/Abbey Group

Dover

Wardsboro

31

Breakfast, snack &
Lunch. School garden

Curriculum designed byteachers
Adhere to Common Core &
Next Generation Science
Standards
* See Carol Ann's extensive
notes with CCSS
Aligned
research based math&literacy
initiatives developed
collaboratively

Putney

International
Baccalaureate Prog.
to "create a better and
more peaceful world
through intercultural
understanding and
respect." "aim to
develop
internationally
minded students
through challenging
and rigorous
academic programs."

collaborative a with
local groups- poetry,
School garden. Partner theater, folklore, etc,
w/local farms
1/2 day or handful of
40% local purchasing. days workshops.
in house chef.
6 week summer prog PBIS for
Sustanibility coor.
Mindfulness
behavior management

Dummerston

Lunch Program

DISTRICT

Other
enrichment

Teacher Satisfaction/
Classroom
Support

11

School Club,(PTA.)
Raises $3,000 a yr
funds field research,
climbing wall,
playground, etc.

PTO and Putney
Health Action.
Mimimal $

Community
Funding
Source

Unknown

Unknown

High Shool
Graduation
Rates

LAFTER

LAFTER

Before school prg

After school

Marlboro Act 46 Committee
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4, 5, 6 w 2
teachers
Yes
4 classrooms
pk-k
1-2

Multi-Grade

Yes
Rich Werner
Stephanie
NO
Comm.Amyot
Straw vote
recommend
exploring

Act 46
Committee

33

Schooldigger
Ranking
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Readsboro

32

Halifax

8/23/2017

Academy School

Breakfast & Lunch
Caf. style. Tried
Farm to table w/o
sucess

no farm to table
no garden-lack
volunteers
grant for all students
to recieve free
breakfast
lunch. Grant for
fresh fruit and Veg
Have a cafeteria

Guilford

Lunch Program

DISTRICT

full-time enrichment
teacher offer
enrichment in all
grades when
appropriate

Community
Funding
Source

reading street curriculum,
Four winds science curriculum.
2 1/2 classroom assistants.

12

PGA funds Winter
sports program,
field trips,
technology
purchases,
etc..

PTA

Curriculum designed by
teachers
"blended learning" models
Many there just a few yrs
5th-8th 35 years.
1 title one 1 Spec Ed is also coteacher
of 3-4th gr
1 para for PreK and K in pm
Some short term paras
PTA

Create their own curriculum
maps
tied to common core and Vt
standards.
Title support involved directly
Math enrichment,
with the class,
crafts- basket making, as is our specialized instruction.
Math coach everyday.
painting felting etc..
Cultural celebration, Expecting
to participate in co-teaching
fitness, tech
opportunities
programs, robotics,
2016-2017 school year.
etc...

Other
enrichment

Teacher Satisfaction/
Classroom
Support

no info

98%

No info
HS MA Tech
program.
Drury MA HS,
Few to Twin
Valley.

High Shool
Graduation
Rates
Multi-Grade

extensive after school
fitness club, tutoring,
Chinese language&
culture, violin adv
band
& drama partnership
w/ NEYT. and more...

Yes
Prek-K
1-2
Yes.
3-4
Technology Club
5-8
using a "green screen" 1 teach each

After school

Marlboro Act 46 Committee
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Yes
Cherrie Giddings

Act 46
Committee

62

154

Schooldigger
Ranking
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drama both middle &
high school
Community service
student council /
leadership group

Lunch Program

"Excellent program"
Fresh food-local
ingredients when
available.
salads, fresh fruits
every day.
Jr. Iron Chef school

DISTRICT

Twin Valley

33

NewBrook

Breakfast & lunch
Farm to School
regular taste-tests.
Committed to buying
as much local &
fresh food as we can.

Other
enrichment

Common core
Mahesh Sharma nonnegotiables
in mathematics. However, I
support our teachers making
choices that appeal to their own
personal strengths, experiences
and interests. We have 8
classroom teachers, a special
educator, five support/special
ed paras and one BI.

13

Our PTA is active
purchased playgrnd
equip, classrm
supplemental
materials, etc.

unknown

Sports booster
group most active
Parent support on
individual class level
(as in Freshman,
etc.)
low 90's in term
K-5 has active PTG of percentage

Our teachers design curricula
based on either the CCSS,
next gen sci standards, or Vt
grad standards. Courses
(electives a based on a combo
of student interest & staff
expertise).
We will be moving to a
proficiency based system
beginning with next year's 9th
graders as mandated by the
state. We have no classroom
assistants, all of our
paraprofessionals are IEP
driven.

High Shool
Graduation
Rates

Community
Funding
Source

Teacher Satisfaction/
Classroom
Support

Multi-Grade

21st century grant
funded after school
diverse & AWESOME!
Supplement grant
w/local funds.
NO

Vibrant Afterschool
homework
club,tutoring
field trips to museums,
swimming, skating,
etc,
Younger students
Wings Afterschool

After school
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2 boards expect
to form USD
Or, explore a
PK-12
dist.W/Leland
& Gray UHSD
would be a RED
w/5 union towns,
or MUUSD if
Windham
voted it down
other 4 towns
voted
yes

Act 46
Committee

97

79

Schooldigger
Ranking
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Marlboro
Windham (data only)

DISTRICT

Other
enrichment

Drama productions
5-8th grades?

Lunch Program

Lunch program
Farm to School and
school garden

Teacher Satisfaction/
Classroom
Support

High Shool
Graduation
Rates

14

P& F as well as
MSA. MSA provides
$8-10,000 a year
towards equip.
Field Research, and
more...
Unknown

Community
Funding
Source

L'after

After school

Marlboro Act 46 Committee
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Yes

Multi-Grade

Yes
Dan MacArthur

Act 46
Committee

Schooldigger
Ranking
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DISTRICT

35

Jamaica (data only)

Lunch Program

Other
enrichment

Teacher Satisfaction/
Classroom
Support

15

Community
Funding
Source

High Shool
Graduation
Rates

L'after

After school
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Multi-Grade

Act 46
Committee

Schooldigger
Ranking
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Windham Central Supervisory Union

ACT 46

EXPLORATION

Report and Recommendation

Adopted by the
WCSU Executive Committee and
Windham Central Supervisory Union Board
May 25, 2016
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Windham Central Supervisory Union

ACT 46 EXPLORATION
Report and Recommendation

Context for this Report
Act 46 was signed into law by Governor Peter Shumlin in June, 2015. The stated goals of the
law are:
•
•
•

•
•

Provide substantial equity in the quality and variety of educational opportunities;
Lead students to achieve or exceed the State’s Education Quality Standards;
Maximize operational efficiencies through increased flexibility to manage, share, and
transfer resources, with the goal of increasing the district-level ratio of students to fulltime equivalent staff;
Promote transparency and accountability;
Deliver education at a cost that parents, voters, and taxpayers value.

Act 46 pushes for the creation of somewhat larger districts across the state of Vermont to
promote equity and quality at a more advantageous cost. Districts have been given
approximately two years to develop plans and have been incentivized to take action
themselves. If districts do not select their own pathways, the State Board of Education is
empowered to realign districts effective July, 2019.
In the months following the bill signing, most of the school districts in the Windham Central
Supervisory Union have spent time discussing the implications of the law and many have held
public meetings to begin to engage their communities in these discussions. Although ultimately
each district must decide on a course of action, a well-coordinated plan can result in better
results for students and maximum benefits for taxpayers. In February, the ten school districts
of the Supervisory Union came together to formally look at Act 46 and the options available.
They designated the WCSU Executive Committee to serve as an Act 46 Exploratory Committee
with a charge as follows:
To consider the goals and provisions of Act 46 and to recommend to the school boards
of the Windham Central Supervisory Union actions that might be taken in a
coordinated way to maximize benefits for students, taxpayers, and communities.
Target date: Mid-Late May, 2016

2
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This report summarizes the discussions, to date, and makes recommendations to the school
districts of the Windham Central Supervisory Union.

Process
The WCSU Executive Committee approached this process very openly. Although meetings
were warned as meetings of the Executive Committee acting as the group doing Act 46
Exploration, the meetings were conducted openly and flexibly with full participation of all board
participants who attended.
The committee met at the Leland and Gray library on the following dates:
February 24—Reviewed Act 46. Brainstorming desired outcomes and proposed criteria for
deciding on an approach.
March 14—Reviewed list of possible criteria. Generated possible options for action.
March 29—Special meeting of the Leland and Gray districts to discuss options that are before
them.
April 18—Reviewed criteria and possible options to be considered. Following meeting, draft
report was developed by consultant.
May 25—Reviewed and adopted report and recommendations. Planned for next steps.

The Case for Action
The Executive Committee of the WCSU believes that it is in the best interest of the member
districts to study the creation of unified districts:
Student enrollment levels remain relatively flat, but there is some volatility in particular
districts which will impact equity and quality in a number of locations.
Some school boards have had to make difficult budget decisions and are likely to face
continued pressure to reduce offerings.
The state has created a mandate for developing somewhat larger school districts. We
have a choice of acting on our own or having a plan imposed at some point. We are
better to act on our own terms.
Act 46 will likely result in the loss of the ADM hold harmless provision and many of the
small schools grants enjoyed within the region. Those actions would result in property
tax increases. (See Appendix A)
Act 46 includes incentives for action prior to July 1, 2017. It is in our interest to
coordinate our responses to maximize those incentives where possible.
3
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The Criteria for Moving Forward
In considering structural options under Act 46, it is essential to sort out the goals that are to be
achieved. To assist in this complex process, the WCSU Exploratory Committee, during its early
meetings, brainstormed the criteria that should be considered in assessing available options.
Criteria brainstormed are shown below:

CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING STRUCTURAL OPTIONS UNDER ACT 46
What must any acceptable plan for structural change be able to achieve? What should be the
criteria for assessing any plan?
Global Criteria
Contributes to the overall social and economic well-being of the region.
Contributes to the attractiveness of the area for those seeking a community in which to live.
Achieves the educational and financial goals of Act 46—equity, quality, and sustainability.
Absolute Screening Criteria-Achieves improved quality and equity by raising the bar for all. Does not result in diminished
quality or opportunity for students in any of the communities.
Guarantees that current choice options remain intact, if desired by towns.

Criteria to be weighted and applied to options
1. Strengthens educational opportunities for all students throughout the region:
Promotes the ability to attract and retain top-rated educators. (Professional
development, pay levels, etc.)
Improves overall student outcomes, including increasing post-secondary enrollment
rates.
Promotes the ability of all schools to share programs and staff and to expand student
opportunities.
Provides a greater ability to effectively and efficiently meet the needs of students with
special needs.

4
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Improves quality and sustainability of all school buildings in the region, assuring ongoing
maintenance.
Provides a more cohesive early childhood program—both PreK and early intervention.
Provides expanded learning opportunities and the ability to create or restore programs
such as elementary school foreign language and the arts and to have exceptional
technology resources for all students.
Provides a robust middle school program for all students.
Provides more expanded learning opportunities after school, during the summer, and
otherwise to meet the needs of children with working families.
Provides better access to the career center and stronger collaboration with the business
community.
Results in a high proportion of students being involved in extracurricular activities,
sports, advanced programs (AP classes) including students who are disadvantaged.
2. Assures ability to focus on the needs of the individual student:
Assures reasonable geographic access for all children (reasonable transportation
distances).
Assures that students get individual attention, individualized programming, and don’t
get lost in larger environments.
Provides for greater choice among public schools.

3. Assures strong community connections
Maintains/expands community engagement in local schools.
Attracts a good number of strong school board members.
Maintains the culture and identify of particular schools.

4. Provides the opportunity to function more efficiently, to put more resources into
quality and equity of education and to address taxpayer concerns:
Provides for enhanced sharing of resources and for leveling out peaks and valleys in
expenses.
Results in reasonable and sustainable cost per student.
Results in reasonable and sustainable student/teacher ratios.
5
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5. Results in incentives for homestead taxpayers.

Weighting of Priorities
The group then weighted the criteria by each member distributing 100 points of value across
the five criteria and then averaging the number of points given to each. This exercise helped
the group determine the relative value of each of these when assessing structural options. The
collective weights applied by the full group are as follows:
Relative
Criterion
Weight
28.5
Strengthens educational opportunities for all students in the region.
21.25

Assures ability to focus on the needs of the individual student.

15.25

Assures strong community connections.

24.25

Provides the opportunity to function more efficiently, to put more resources into
quality and equity of education, and to address taxpayer concerns.

10.75

Results in incentives for homestead taxpayers.

The weighting process reinforced the perspectives shared during group discussions. The
boards of the Windham Central Supervisory Union are passionate about providing great
educational opportunities for their students. They are concerned about the effective use of
resources and would like, if possible, to receive incentives for taxpayers, but are driven, first
and foremost, by achieving quality, depth, and equity of educational opportunities. Strong
community connections remain an important consideration, as well.
Study committees which may be formed will investigate these criteria in greater depth.

Generation of Options
Act 46 provides a range of options for action. On one end of the continuum, there is an option for
quick action for a supervisory union to become a unified district. This is not well suited to a supervisory
union such as Windham Central, given its blend of operating and tuitioning districts. On the other end
of the spectrum, districts can make the case that the goals of Act 46 can be met within the current
structure. Given the challenges in the region, justifying the status quo across the entire SU does not
seem like a good option. All options have their pros and cons. Some come with incentives, protections
and supports. Others do not. Some prevent any further action by the state. Others leave open the
option for the State Board of Education to order a restructuring of the region effective July 1, 2019.
6
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The WCSU Act 46 Exploratory Committee has focused on options that will best achieve
educational objectives, increase efficiency, maximize incentives for taxpayers, and allow the
region to progress on its own terms and avoid an imposed state plan later on. These options
would fall under the category of the merger options provided for under Act 153 and Act 156,
including structures such as a Regional Education District (RED) or various other configurations
such as “side-by-side” districts that involve the unification of school districts.
If current districts receive approval from voters by July 1, 2017 for new unified districts, those
types of actions carry four years of homestead tax incentives ($.08, $.06, $.04, $.02). The
newly formed districts will be able to keep their small schools grants as “merger support
grants” and can keep the “ADM hold-harmless” provision. They will also qualify for the
$150,000 transition grant.
The group brainstormed several categories of structural changes that might be considered.

Single, Union District
All current districts in the WCSU unify as a single district and agree on a common system for
delivering education (requires similar patterns of operating schools or tuitioning students).

Side-by-Side Union Districts
a. Four Side-by-Side Union Districts
Leland and Gray Districts create a single PreK-12 District**
Dover and Wardsboro create a single PreK-6 (with 7-12 tuition) Side-by-Side District
Marlboro joins with a neighbor from outside of the WCSU as a PreK-8 (with 9-12 tuition) Sideby-Side District
Stratton joins with a neighbor from outside of the WCSU as a Non-Operating Side-by-Side
District
**(If one or two districts choose to remain independent, this could possibly be a MUUD)

b. Three Side-by-Side Union Districts
Same as above, except Marlboro decides to join Dover and Wardsboro and the three towns
agree on the grade levels to be operated and those to be tuitioned.

NOTE: Any of the above side-by-side models can have fewer or more union districts
depending on whether a particular town joins with a neighbor outside of the WCSU and
chooses to move to the other supervisory union. At a minimum, the Leland and Gray districts
would need to create a unified union district (grades PreK-12) in order for any of the others to
be considered a side-by-side.
7
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Ten Districts
Select the Act 46 option of “self-evaluation, meetings, proposal”. Make the case to achieve the
goals of Act 46 while retaining the status quo, structurally.

Added Option:
Multiple Districts in a new Merged Supervisory Union within an area currently covered by 2-3
current supervisory unions

NOTE: Developing such a plan could be done, but would require substantial planning with a
much broader group beyond the scope of the current study.

Recommendations
After considering the criteria and reviewing the various structural options, the committee
makes the following recommendations to the district boards of the WCSU.

Recommendation Number 1--

Study the advisability of creating three new districts.

It is recommended that the districts of the SU decide to join one of three study committees “to
study the advisability of forming new union school districts”. (Note: each district can be a
member of only one formal study committee at one time).
The three study committees would be focused on creating the following types of districts:
Prekindergarten – Grade 12 Unified Union District, operating in all grades. (It is expected that
this will involve the districts that currently comprise Leland and Gray Union High School).
This type of district would operate all grades for all students.
Notes:
a. If these districts ultimately come together to create such a district, it would
be a Regional Education District (RED) and would be eligible for incentives for
the involved towns, and would not require a “side-by-side” partner.
b. Creation of this PreK-12 operating district would make possible “side-byside” designation for other new districts and would provide incentives for all
districts involved in “side-by-side” activities.
8
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c. If only three or four of the five towns ultimately approved the new district,
resulting in a Modified Unified Union School District (MUUSD), it is not
entirely clear whether the new district would qualify as the PreK-12
operating district needed for others to qualify for “side-by-side” designation.
Over time, this matter needs further clarification from the Agency of
Education or State Board.
d. Creation of either a RED or a MUUSD protects involved districts from further
action by the state board. It does not protect a district that remains
independent.
Prekindergarten-Grade 12 Union District that operates elementary grades and tuitions older
students
This type of district would oversee all education of students, grades PreK-12, with
common grades being operated (K-6) and with common tuition options being offered
for grades 7-12. It must involve at least two current districts. Based on discussions to
date, Dover and Wardsboro would likely be part of such a study.
Notes:
a. If the group involved in such a study has fewer than four towns and has
fewer than 1250 students, it would require a “side-by-side” vote, in
conjunction with the first group in order to qualify for incentives and
protections from later state board action.
b. Marlboro could consider joining, as well. If they do, it would need to be
understood that any recommendation by the committee would require that
all three current districts align their delivery pattern—either operating PreK6 or PreK-8 and having common tuitioning practices— before proposing
action to the voters.
Non-Operating District
This type of district would not operate any schools, but rather would tuition all students
to other schools. The district would have to have one set of tuitioning policies covering
all students. Stratton is the only non-operating district in the SU and would need to
come together with at least one other non-operating district from another SU to
consider this study.
Notes:
a. If the new district is comprised of four or more current districts, it could be a
RED and not require a positive vote by another area in order to qualify for
9
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incentives. If it has fewer than four districts and fewer than 1250 students, it
would require a “side-by-side” vote with the first group in order to qualify for
incentives.
b. This study committee would need to decide which SU any new district may
want to join.
A special note about Marlboro
Marlboro has unique challenges. It is the only district in the SU that operates grades PreK-8. It
has some logistical challenges in considering connections with districts in other supervisory
unions. Some possible choices for action include the following:
1. As described above, join a study committee with Dover and Wardsboro to study the
advisability of forming a union school district that creates a “side-by-side” with a PreK12 operating district. You can simultaneously seek informal involvement with a second
study committee (see option 3).
2. Connect with a PreK-8 operating district from another supervisory union and study the
advisability of forming a union school district that would be a “side-by-side” with a PreK12 operating district in Windham Central, Windham Southwest, or Windham Southeast.
You can simultaneously seek informal involvement with a second study committee (see
option 3).
3. Ask to be an informal participant in one or more of the study committees which may be
created in any of the three SUs. This would allow Marlboro to keep open its options to
be included as an “advisable district” in a proposal to create a new, larger district which
may qualify for “side-by-side” status.
4. Involvement in 1, 2, or 3 may strengthen any later case to propose an “alternative
structure”. Formal participation in a study committee may be helpful in qualifying to
retain the small schools grant as Act 46 indicates that one consideration will be “the
district’s participation in a merger study and submission of a merger report to the State
Board pursuant to chapter 11 of this title.”
Recommendation Number 2-- Coordinate the design, implementation, and timing of the
study committees to maximize benefits for students and to maximize incentives for
taxpayers.
Although decisions to join study committees are ultimately made by district school boards, it is
critical that these efforts be designed, implemented, and timed to provide maximum benefit for
students and taxpayers and to give them all the best chance of success with voters.
As has already been mentioned, if any new district is created with four or more current districts
or has a new combined ADM of 1250 students, the new entity will be considered a RED and will
stand alone for incentives. If not, a newly merged district would be eligible for incentives only
as one side of a “side-by-side”. If the process results in a “side-by-side” proposal, it requires
the following to qualify for incentives (quote from Sec. 16, Act 156 of 2012):
10
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1. each new district is formed by the merger of at least two existing districts;
2. each new district meets all criteria for RED formation other than the size criterion;
3. one of the new districts provides education in all elementary and secondary grades by
operating one or more schools and the other new district or districts pay tuition for
students in one or more grades;
4. each new district has the same effective date of merger;
5. the new districts, when merged, are members of one supervisory union; and
6. the new districts jointly satisfy the size criterion of Sec. 3(a)(1) of No. 153.*
Note: The size criterion in Act 153 states “shall have an average daily membership of 1,250
or result from the merger of at least four districts, or both”.
In order to create “side-by-side” districts, all three new districts would need to be created on
the same day. This does not mean that study committees all need to begin on the same day.
Some groups of districts may be ready very soon to vote to begin a study committee.

Recommendation Number 3-- Create a mechanism for ongoing coordination of Act 46related study committees.
It will be critical for the efforts of any Act 46-related study committees to be well-coordinated.
We recommend that the Executive Committee of the WCSU be assigned to coordinate the
efforts with the following considerations in mind:
To be sure that all new districts are created in a manner that respects the ongoing role
of the supervisory union structure.
To assure the process and timing for creating new districts are well coordinated to
provide the best possible chance to receive RED incentives, the protections relative to
small school grants and the ADM hold-harmless provision, and protection from State
Board action in 2019.

Next Steps
The committee has agreed that there needs to be a sense of urgency—RED incentives cease to
exist if communities do not take action through a vote prior to July 1, 2017.
Ideally, study committees will be created during the month of June, 2016, with work beginning
by the end of summer. This gives each committee adequate time to complete the work of a
study committee by early January for possible votes on Town Meeting Day, 2017.
Appendix B is a sheet outlining recommended “next steps for boards”. Possible language for
board motions is included in Appendix C. We recommend that each board use these
documents in determining its course of action relative to this collective effort.
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APPENDIX A
COMPARATIVE HOMESTEAD PROPERTY TAX RATES
The chart below is drawn from an Act 46 Financial Modeling Tool developed by the District
Management Council for the Vermont Superintendents Association, the Vermont School Boards
Association, and the Vermont School Boards Insurance Trust. The purpose of the information
is not to show the exact tax rates in the current year (numbers shown are those before CLA
adjustments are made), but only to show the relative impact on homestead tax rates if the
particular local districts were to lose their small schools grants and “ADM Hold-Harmless”
protection. This chart does not model the impact of possible merged budgets nor does it
reflect any savings which might be achieved through any merger.
The chart shows the 2015-2016 Homestead Tax Rate, pre-CLA, for each town in the WCSU, and
then shows what that rate would have been had there been no small schools grants or ADM
hold-harmless protections.

Current Homestead
Education Tax Rate Pre-CLA

Current Homestead Education
Tax Rate, Pre-CLA, w/o small
schools grant and ADM hold
harmless

Brookline

1.5536

1.5664

0.82%

Dover

1.5643

1.6087

2.84%

Jamaica

1.6129

1.6906

4.82%

Marlboro

1.6811

1.7674

5.13%

Newfane

1.5977

1.6093

0.73%

Stratton

1.5363

1.5363

0.00%

Townshend

1.7373

1.8354

5.65%

Wardsboro

1.5420

1.6124

4.57%

Windham

1.6488

1.9411

17.73%

Town School District

% CHANGE
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APPENDIX B
RECOMMENDED NEXT STEPS FOR SCHOOL BOARDS

It is recommended that all boards engage in this discussion as soon as possible to decide
whether to become part of a committee. Specific language for board motions can be found in
Appendix C.
As soon as a board makes a decision to move in the direction of creating a particular study
committee, notify the Superintendent. When two or more boards have responded that they
are prepared to move forward, the Superintendent will poll other boards, not yet committed to
a direction, to determine their interest and their timetable. The Superintendent will then
meet with the involved boards to design the structure of a committee that meets statutory
requirements for membership based on number of equalized pupils. The involved districts will
also decide on a budget needed to support their work. Each board will need to vote on a
motion to create the committee with representation and budget as recommended and will
need to appoint members to the committee. The law requires that at least one school director
from each participating district be on the committee. The district may appoint residents who
are not school directors to the committee.
As soon as a study committee is created, the Superintendent will apply for a support grant. At
its first meeting, “the members of the study committee shall elect a chair who shall notify the
Secretary of Education of the appointment”.
Note: The goal is for all districts within the Windham Central Supervisory Union to move
forward in a coordinated way to provide maximum benefit for students and for taxpayers. It is
understood that some boards are prepared to move forward more quickly than others. It may
make sense for some study committees to begin before others. Ultimately, each district board
needs to make its decision, but needs to be aware of the limited timeframe for this entire
endeavor. It is strongly recommended that all study committees be operational as soon as
possible, but no later than the end of July, 2016.
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APPENDIX C
PROPOSED LANGUAGE FOR MOTIONS
Study Committee to consider a unified district operating all grades PreK-12.
I move that we join together with the other school districts which currently operate the Leland
and Gray Union High School to study the advisability of forming a union school district that will
operate schools serving grades PreK-12. We authorize our board chair to work with other
involved boards and the Superintendent to determine the make-up of the study committee and
a budget to support the work in accordance with provisions of law and to seek a financial grant
from the Agency of Education to support the work of the committee. This motion does not
authorize the expenditure of more than the amount of the AOE grant. The board will provide
final approval to proceed with the committee when all districts are identified and when it
appoints members to the committee.
Study Committee to consider a unified district operating specific grades and tuitioning others.
I move that we join together with other school districts within the Windham Central
Supervisory Union to study the advisability of forming a union school district that will operate
schools in elementary grades and tuition students in the high school years. We understand
that to create a unified district, all involved districts will need to agree on grades to be operated
and grade levels to be tuitioned. We authorize our board chair to work with other involved
boards and the Superintendent to determine the make-up of the study committee and a
budget to support the work in accordance with provisions of law and to seek a financial grant
from the Agency of Education to support the work of the committee. This motion does not
authorize the expenditure of more than the amount of the AOE grant. The board will provide
final approval to proceed with the committee when all districts are identified and when it
appoints members to the committee.
Study Committee to consider a unified district that tuitions all students.
I move that we join together with other school districts which tuition all of their students to
study the advisability of forming a union school district. We authorize our board chair to work
with other involved boards and the Superintendent to determine the make-up of the study
committee and a budget to support the work in accordance with provisions of law and to seek a
financial grant from the Agency of Education to support the work of the committee. This
motion does not authorize the expenditure of more than the amount of the AOE grant. The
board will provide final approval to proceed with the committee when all districts are identified
and when it appoints members to the committee.

*Notes: This is general information. Language should be adapted to specific circumstances. If
you know the other districts that will participate before taking the initial vote, feel free to
specify them. This is not to be considered legal advice.
14
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July 31, 2017

From: Andrea Howe
School Bus Coordinator
Marlboro Elementary School

To: Marlboro School Director, Lauren Poster

Marlboro School buses travel 39 miles of roads, twice a day, in order to provide transportation for many
MES students to school and back home.
When deciding if a student can be transported safely in a school bus, from his/her home, road
evaluations are among the considerations. Moss Hollow Rd. is an example of how a decision is made.
Moss Hollow Road is a narrow road, descending steeply for approximately 1/8 of a mile, including a
sharp corner at the top of the hill, before the road grade decreases but continues a gradual descent to
the Green River Road, in Halifax, VT. This road is heavily shaded by hemlock trees, causing ice and snow
to build up on the narrow, steep roadway, during the winter months, and additionally narrowing the
road with snow banks. These are the challenges of safe travel, in a school bus, on this road.
Another concern, this road becomes very muddy in the spring, adding to the unnecessary wear on a
bus.
This town road, has had a daily school bus route in the past. A re-evaluation concluded Moss Hollow
Road unsafe for school bus travel, due to the narrow, steep topography, and increased commuter travel
and seasonal challenges to this specific road, due to shading from the hemlock trees.
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APPROVED
Marlboro Act 46 Alternative Structure Committee
Monday, November 7, 2016 5:00 – 6:30 p.m.
Attending
Board Members: Lauren Poster, Douglas Korb, Dan MacArthur. Principal: Francie Marbury. WSESU
Superintendent, Ron Stahley. WSESU Act 46 Study Committee Member: Alice Laughlin. Members of the
public: Lucy Gratwick. Filmmakers: Ames Hill Video Crew
Lauren Poster called to order at 5:05 p.m
Ron Stahley led discussion on Expansion of programs in WSESU walking us through their WSESU Study
Committee Form. The programs ranged from Pre-K to Summer School.
Bill Anton entered the meeting at 5:30
Discussion continued on the various programs offered in the WSESU that Marlboro students could take
advantage of (at all ages). Marlboro board and admin then brainstormed potential MES programs that
WSESU students might be able to partake in (i.e. Field Research [e.g. Costa Rica; Hogback], Rhythms)
Bill Anton suggested MES students may be able to participate in the Galaxy Period at BAMS (held from
2:38 p.m. – 3:20) - an academic support program at the end of select days.
Ron Stahley felt that there is no reason why certain programs could not begin to be coordinated now –
as opposed to waiting until all Act 46 mergers/committees are completed. Lauren added that it’s
important to focus on how both districts can gain from the programs
Ron and Alice exited the meeting: 5:50
Committee brainstormed ideas on how to start shared programming. Bill Anton suggested a pilot
program in the spring or fall. Francie suggested a few students might be willing to first explore and
report on the Galaxy programs from 2:38-3:00 p.m.
Lauren said that the Marlboro School Association has offered a $2,000 grant to the Alternative Structure
Committee for support. The committee proposed approaching Stephen Dale to act as a consultant for a
few hours to assist in proposals. Lauren agreed to reach out to him on the committee’s behalf. Doug
agreed to continue the work on the proposal spreadsheets. The committee will also reach out to Steven
John, former superintendent, for his input and willingness on being a member of the committee.
Meeting adjourned at 6:25 p.m.
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$1.70 Per $100
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With Merger No Merger
No Merger
Loss of Grants Keep Grants
Tax incentives with merger phase out over 4 years

• Fight to keep our small schools grant

• Maintain our K-8 operating school district
with high-school choice

Alternative Structure
Proposal Would Seek to:

Median Residential Property Value is $260,000
Times the Residential tax rate $1.70 = $4,420
Median income in Marlboro is $47,000
Therefore with State income sensitivity
current median out-of-pocket Ed tax bill is $1,419
First year of incentives Ed tax would be $1,256
If we lose grants out-of-pocket would be $1,502

$0

$ . 95

$1.42

Current

$1.70

No Merger, No loss of Grants:

$1.90

$1.85

No Merger, loss of Grants:

With Merger (1st yr only. Phase out in 4 yrs) $1.54

Current

Impact on Ed.Tax rate based FY2016

What are the Costs

8/23/2017

• Continue exploring program opportunities
and collaborations outside our district for
the benefit of our students

The Act 46 Alternative Structure
Committee is a sub group appointed by
the Marlboro School Board to
investigate the possibility of the
Marlboro School District being approved
as a Stand Alone District under the
provisions of Act 46 Alternative
Structures.
Members are:
Lauren Poster, Chair (School Director)
Douglas Korb (School Director)
Francie Marbury (MES Principal)
For more information go to
http://marlboroschool.net/school-board
and click on Act 46 Committee

Who We Are

~
Who we are
~
What we know
~
What happens next

Alternative Structure
Committee

Act 46

The Marlboro School Board
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What Is Act 46

Elementary school Choice available
within the 3 town unified district.

Our Junior High will close as we will be
part of a 3 town pre-K-6 school district
with Middle and High School Choice.

If Marlboro School District
Merges With Dover and
Wardsboro

Act 46 provides opportunities for school
districts to unify existing disparate governance
structures into sustainable systems of
education delivery that are designed to meet
identified State goals while recognizing and
reflecting local priorities.

Our School District Meetings will not
happen annually in Marlboro on Town
Meeting day, but will rotate between the
3 towns and vote will be by Australian
ballot.

Possible reduction in programing and
staﬃng as determined by a unified school
board overseeing one budget for 3 towns.
Marlboro would have 1/3 the vote.

A small reduction in residential tax rate
through Act 46 merger incentives that
phases out over four years.
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Please refer to the Merger Committee
website for more information.
wcsu-committee.blogspot.com

Under the Articles of Agreement for merging
we may opy back in to the merger with
Dover and Wardsboro if we chose to do so
within one year of the vote on March 7th.

Other possibilities include keeping our current
structure and losing our small schools grant.
Being placed with a neighboring K-8 district.
Reconsider ing the 3 town merger.

• Fight to keep our Small Schools Grant
(currently $116,000).

• Expand programing through
cooperation with neighboring districts

• Maintain our current structure

If successful we will not be eligible for 4
years of tax cut incentives but We Will:

The State Board must issue its decision on or
before November 30, 2018. Changes won’t
happen until FY2020.

(3) Submit a proposal to the State Board,
individually or with other districts, to maintain
our current structure, work with other districts
in some way other than merger, or merge with
other districts to form a diﬀerent governance
structure.

(2) Meet with districts in the area to discuss
ways to promote improvement in the goals
throughout the region; and

(1) Evaluate our current ability to meet or
exceed State goals set out in Act 46, Section 9

By November 30, 2017 our School Board will
be required to perform three tasks:

If We Don’t Merge

1. require that all school districts merge
into larger governance units;
2. establish any required minimum
average daily membership (ADM) for all
school districts
3. restrict or repeal (or allow restriction or
repeal of) the current authority of
school districts to continue to pay
tuition or to operate a school; or
4. change the amount or manner in which
a district pays tuition.

Alternative governance structures are a
necessary element in the overall Act 46
framework, because Act 46 does not:

The Agency of Education recognizes that:

Act 46 Can Not Force
Marlboro to Change to its
Structure
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$1.70
$1.53
$1.85
$1.70

Geographic Isolation has not been determined under Draft Rules for Alternative Structure. Current 2011 Rules list Marlboro
as Geographically Isolated. As such we are entitled to our Small Schools Grant if allowed to continue with our current structure
under Act 46 Alternative Structures.

Current
With Merger (1st year, only)
No Merger, loss of Grants:
No Merger, no loss of Grants:

Impact on Marlboro’s School District Tax rate based on current year FY2016 spending.
Does not reflect any changes to the budget that may occur in the future

EDUCATION PORTION OF YOUR REAL-ESTATE TAX BILL ONLY
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What you Need to Know to Make an
Informed Decision when Voting on a
Possible Merger March 7th
•

Voting “No” to Consolidation

Because Marlboro is the only K-8 school with H.S. choice
in our Supervisory Union (therefore has no natural partners
in our S.U.) the School Board has been simultaneously
investigating 2 paths in order to comply with ACT 46.
1) The board agreed to be an advisor on a study committee
to consider merging Dover/Wardsboro/Marlboro into one
K-6 district, tuitioning grades 7 - 12.
2) The School Board also appointed a committee to study
opportunities under Act 46 “Alternative Structures” to
be ready if Marlboro Votes “No” to the Merger.
If the town votes “No” on a merger, and an “Alternative
Structure” is approved, we would:
✓ Keep our Junior High

Gives our school board the time they need to fully
investigate an alternative structure proposal while
retaining the option of rejoining the Dover/Wardsboro
merger within a year if, after working with the Agency
of Education - it's determined that path is our best
option.
ACT 46 Legislation states: “Alternative governance
structures are a necessary element in the overall Act
46 framework. Act 46 does not:
1) require that all school districts merge into larger
governance units;
2) establish any required minimum average daily
membership (ADM) for all school districts;
3) restrict or repeal the current authority of school
districts to continue to pay tuition or to operate a
school; or
4) change the amount or manner in which a district
pays tuition.
Questions? Contact the Alternative Structure Committee
(a sub-committee of the Marlboro School Board): Alternative

✓ Retain Local Control over programing and budget

Structure Committee of the Marlboro School Board
Lauren Poster lposter@windhamcentralboard.org
Douglas Korb dkorb@windhamcentralboard.org
Francie Marbury fmarbury@marlboroschool.net

✓ Seek to expand programing through collaborations
with neighboring school districts.

Alternative Structure Committee
Marlboro School Board
P.O.Box D, 2669 Route 9 Marlboro, VT 05344

Address Section
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The Marlboro School District’s Alternative Structure Committee’s

Testimony to the State of VT Regarding H-7 and H-15
11 am Wednesday, January 25th, 2017
The Alternative Structure Committee is a sub-committee of the Marlboro School Board
Lauren Poster, Committee Chair and School Board Director
Douglas Korb, Committee member
Chair of the Marlboro School Board

Dan Mac Arthur, Marlboro School Director
Member of the Dover/Marlboro/Wardsboro Study Committee
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To the Members of the House Educa3on Commi7ee:
Thank you for taking the 3me to listen today, we appreciate the opportunity to make our posi3on clear. We are here as Marlboro voters and school board commi7ee members on behalf of
the residents and students of Marlboro, but we speak for all Vermont towns which are not ﬁnding sa3sfactory solu3ons to Act 46.
I am Lauren Poster, a Marlboro school board member and Chair of Marlboro’s Act 46 sub-commi7ee, a commi7ee charged with exploring and understanding the Alterna3ve Structure. Also
with me is Douglas Korb, Chair of the Marlboro School Board and Alterna3ve Structure Committee Member. And Dan MacArthur, School Board member and current Merger Study Commi7ee
Member for the poten3al Marlboro, Dover, and Wardsboro district.
Marlboro is in a unique situa3on; we are a K-8 school with high school choice and have no partners within our Supervisory Union that share our structure. We also do not have any natural poten3al partners, other K-8 districts with high school choice, within our region willing to partner
with us as a side-by-side. We have done extensive outreach to districts outside our own supervisory union, to our south and west and have come up short. This is something we will explain
in more detail later in our tes3mony.
What concerns us most, and why we hope for the passage of H-7 and H-15 is that Marlboro’s
situa3on is deeply impacted by a shortened 3meline. Our town is being asked to vote on March
7th on a merger that would, if successful, close our Junior High. This vote comes before two
important pieces of informa3on are ﬁnalized and made available.
First, we s3ll require an understanding of the rules to an Alterna3ve Structure where we might
retain our current structure of K-8 with High School Choice within our current Supervisory
Union. A dra] proposal was submi7ed, but has been deemed only that – a dra]. We’re currently working from this dra] but our work has been paused in an3cipa3on of the ﬁnal guidelines,
a]er the feedback from the public comment period and, we hope, the legislature. Un3l this
work is ﬁnalized, we cannot tell our community whether we feel our district would be approved.
Addi3onally, our district will require a K-12 side for us to form an accepted side-by-side. It is currently unknown if the 5 towns in the Windham Central Supervisory Union that are contracted
with Leland and Gray Middle and High School will vote to form a Uniﬁed Union District., as the
vote will not happen un3l March, 2017. Should that vote fail, we would be forced to explore the
Alterna3ve structure without an approved K-12 side.
As conscien3ous representa3ves to our community we cannot give appropriate guidance to our
cons3tuents without this informa3on, yet a vote to merge with two K-6 districts that have middle and high school choice, and form a new district that would force us to abandon our junior
high, is scheduled for March 7th, 2017. This is why we believe the current deadlines are untenable.
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You have now in front of you both H-7 and H-15. H-7 will give communi3es, like Marlboro, who
have been diligently working to address the new law, some 3me to inves3gate the Alterna3ve
Structure. Similarly, H-15 suits Marlboro for its reconsidera3on of the current onerous rules under the Dra] Proposal for Alterna3ve Structure, and seeks to create rules that are in line with
those in place for the “preferred” structures. H-15 also allows for an addi3onal year that Marlboro certainly needs to be able to thoughfully put a proposal together that will provide a successful educa3onal outcome for our students.
We are here because we support H-7 and H-15
FIVE (5) REASONS FOR TESTIMONY In favor of H-7 and H-15
I.

To add !me to the process
Reason: We will present a short descrip3on of how impossible the upcoming deadlines
are for towns in our situa3on.

II.

To allow suﬃcient explora!on of the Alternative Structure,

Reason: so Districts submikng an Alterna3ve proposal to the Board of Educa3on (B.O.E.)
have 3me to meet with other districts and discuss crea3ve solu3ons to increase opportuni3es in their schools in line with the Vermont Standards. Marlboro would like to consider some inter-district and inter- Supervisory Union/District collabora3on for its students; however, many of these districts are currently 3ed up in votes on Phase 2 (the
preferred structure) which will not end un3l June 2017. Those districts just don’t have
the resources to explore a collabora3on with Marlboro, even though those districts have
stated in open mee3ngs that they are very enthusias3c to begin planning/discussion of
shared programs. The current 3meline allows only 4 months explora3on a]er the June
2017 deadline – which is not enough 3me for proper educa3onal explora3on and ﬂeshing out of ideas). An Alterna3ve Structure is just that – an Alterna3ve to what is being
done and it requires some thinking outside of the box. This process should be encouraged by deadlines, not s3ﬂed by them.
III. To request the House Educa3on Commi7ee to have !me to work with the AOE on simplifying and organizing the Rules for Alterna!ve Structure proposals
Reason: The VSBA has helped with this in the comment period and is the current resource for the AOE, but the legislature should be aware of the ways in which the original
Act 46 language was interpreted by the BOE making Alterna3ve Structure proposals
much more onerous in comparison to the proposals of other models.
IV. To allow 3me for Alterna3ve Structures to retain, acquire, and use necessary resources
Reason: We have a small local grant and hope to apply for addi3onal grants through the
VSBA to hire a consultant to assist with our proposal, but many of the consultants we
would hope to hire are working on Phase 2 mergers (not to be completed un3l June
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2017). Extending this 3meline allows for our district to provide a reasonable request to a
consultant for an Alterna3ve Structure Proposal.
V.

To encourage the Commi7ee to support a widespread dissemina3on of Sec3on 712a of
Vermont Statues Annotated Ar3cle 16 Chapter 11 Subchapter 4 which allows this Ar3cle
in the WCSU Elementary Study Commi7ee Ar3cles:
Ar!cle 18 - Reconsidera!on by a district
A district vo!ng to remain independent will have one year to reconsider and join the Uniﬁed District by vo!ng in favor of joining no later than March 31 2018, with admission
granted in advance by the Uniﬁed District. For the purpose of compliance with 16 VSA
(721), the Uniﬁed District consents to admission. ThereaVer, admission will be determined by state statutes which require favorable votes by both the non-member district
and the voters of the Uniﬁed District.

Having stated our 5 reasons for tes3mony today, we would like to give you a brief overview of
what has taken place in our district so that the Commi7ee has a be7er understanding of what
Districts like Marlboro are going through to meet ACT 46’s demands.
In 2015, Marlboro created a town-wide Act 46 commi7ee made up of board members and
community volunteers. The commi7ee explored all op3ons under ACT 46’s Phase 1 and 2, including reaching out to and surveying every local school district, and making a matrix of the various opera3ng structures and oﬀered programs. This gave the board and commi7ee a glimpse at
program and structure compa3bility amongst neighboring districts (in and outside our Supervisory Union). At the same 3me, we conducted a town-wide survey which gives us guidance as we
wind our way through Act 46. With each decision, we turn to the survey to be7er understand
what the Marlboro cons3tuency values most highly about our school. In 2016 we decided to
enter into an Exploratory Commi7ee within the WCSU, led by former VSBA President, Stephen
Dale. In his ﬁnal report he explained that there is no good match within the WCSU for Marlboro. I encourage you to read the Report by our consultant (Please note his #4. )
“A special note about Marlboro

Marlboro has unique challenges. It is the only district in the SU that operates grades PreK-8. It
has some logis3cal challenges in considering connec3ons with districts in other supervisory
unions. Some possible choices for ac3on include the following:
1. As described above, join a study commi7ee with Dover and Wardsboro to study the advisability of forming a union school district that creates a “side-by-side” with a PreK-12
opera3ng district. You can simultaneously seek informal involvement with a second
study commi7ee (see op3on 3).
2. Connect with a PreK-8 opera3ng district from another supervisory union and study the
advisability of forming a union school district that would be a “side-by-side” with a PreK12 opera3ng district in Windham Central, Windham Southwest, or Windham Southeast.
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You can simultaneously seek informal involvement with a second study commi7ee (see
op3on 3).
3. Ask to be an informal par3cipant in one or more of the study commi7ees which may be
created in any of the three SUs. This would allow Marlboro to keep open its op3ons to
be included as an “advisable district” in a proposal to create a new, larger district which
may qualify for “side-by-side” status.
4. Involvement in 1, 2, or 3 may strengthen any later case to propose an “alterna8ve
structure”. Formal par8cipa8on in a study commi>ee may be helpful in qualifying to
retain the small schools grant as Act 46 indicates that one considera8on will be “the
district’s par8cipa8on in a merger study and submission of a merger report to the
State Board pursuant to chapter 11 of this 8tle.”
This Exploratory Commi7ee work took us up un3l June 2016. Once the exploratory commi7ee
ﬁnalized, we entered into Act 46’s Phase 2 and joined a study commi7ee with Dover and
Wardsboro to explore a merged District of three towns. This commi7ee did not really convene
un3l the end of the summer and it has been an intense 24 weeks of mee3ngs to meet deadlines. The Study Commi7ee wanted to have its Ar3cles to Montpelier by December 2016 and to
have the vote taken at Town Mee3ng 2017, which le] very li7le 3me to get the Ar3cles ready,
and only within this past week have we ﬁnalized various ballot issues and pinned down the
board member years for the Uniﬁed District Board. How is this possible? How can we not have
enough 3me to get paper ballots ready and s3ll be talking about major, deep-rooted, changes to
our educa3onal system? We will come back to the 3me issue at the end of this presenta3on.
And for the record, in my opinion, the Ar3cles which the Study Commi7ee presented, and have
been approved by the AOE, state that the Study Commi7ee researched the educa3onal opportuni3es of a merger but this is nothing but boiler plate text- the Commi7ee had no !me to actually look at how educa3onal opportuni3es might be improved in the Uniﬁed District, nor can
it state to the public with clarity what the new board might do to expand opportuni3es other
than allowing students from all three towns to a7end each other’s schools. Any reference to
actual educa3onal improvement is general and vague. For this reason, if others tes3fy before
you, today or any other day, and say that they have carefully researched educa3onal opportuni3es of a proposed merger I would be skep3cal.
Merging and collabora3on: looking back at the matrix we formulated as we began to approach
the Act, it is now obvious. There are no dance partners for Marlboro. We met with School Board
members from towns to our south and southwest. Some of these members were viliﬁed by
their own townspeople for even talking with other towns whose spending is higher than their
own. In one case, a former chair of the school board resigned because her situa3on became so
uncomfortable by reques3ng a merger explora3on with Marlboro. As I said before, no good op3ons within the region were forthcoming.
A]er being a part of an Exploratory Commi7ee within our current SU we chose to go to the
dance with Dover and Wardsboro, knowing that either they would need to change their structure or we would have to change ours. (Both Wardsboro and Dover have choice for their Middle
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School Students. Marlboro has a successful Junior High). Marlboro's representa3ves on the
Study Commi7ee agreed early on that we would not try to force these other towns to change
their structure, so if we merge with Dover and Wardsboro, Marlboro will be losing its grades 7
and 8 and expanding school choice, which is not popular among the residents of the town. From
my personal perspec3ve, Marlboro students will be be7er served by preserving grades 7 and 8
and working with the school system where most of our kids go to high school, Bra7leboro, to
expand their opportuni3es. As we said, we have met with the Superintendent and the Chair of
the Windham South East Supervisory Union School Board already, and are in talks to begin
some sample programs where Bra7leboro students might beneﬁt from Marlboro's resources
and vice versa. Over the years, Marlboro has invested 3me and resources expanding programming that addresses crea3ve learning opportuni3es, such as movement, poetry, and ﬁeld research. We believe these programs give our students who may have challenges in tradi3onal
learning environments more opportuni3es to succeed. We welcome the opportunity to share
these programs with students in Bra7leboro, especially at the 7th and 8th grade levels. We also
believe that our students will beneﬁt from some of the programs available at the WSESU that
our small school can’t provide. However, much of those conversa3ons have been postponed
un3l Bra7leboro holds its own merger vote in June and resources are freed up to work with us
(one of the main points outlined in our reasons men3oned above)
It is essen3al that the AOE deﬁne the Alterna3ve Structure Proposal Rules- the Agency MUST
get these together rapidly and properly with the same ease of submission aﬀorded other structures
We ask that this body insist that the Agency of Ed:
1) Deﬁne the 8me that the BOE can take to make decisions on Alterna8ve Structure proposals
(The H-15 Bill would directly assist with this measure) Districts like Marlboro will be in a serious 3me crunch and this MUST be expedited. If a study commi7ee – which we were just a
part of - could have their proposals approved within 4 weeks around the holidays, then the
same should be do-able for an Alterna3ve Structure Proposal. Again, we hope that proposals
will begin being reviewed swi]ly a]er their submission – no ma7er when submi7ed.
2) Extend the deadlines for when Marlboro, and other similar Districts, can vote to re-enter
their merged Study Commi7ee districts
3) Small Schools Grants: Deﬁne Geographical Isola8on using the 2011 study's parameters
which already exist- with this metric Marlboro is listed as qualifying for Geographic Isola3on
and is able to maintain its Small Schools Grant.
4) Ensure that pre-Exis8ng metrics for students in poverty allow a District to not lose its Small
Schools Grant even if it chooses not to merge.
As promised, back to the 3me issue. This is where Marlboro, and the ﬁ]y-odd towns around the
State grappling with Alterna3ve Structure proposals, need the clarity and simplicity, which
House Bill 15 oﬀers.
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Marlboro will be vo3ng this March on a 706b merger proposal. If we vote no, as part of the Ar3cles of this proposal we have un3l March of 2018 to be able to re-join the merged District without penalty. We will then immediately be exploring an A S proposal, but as of right now, there is
no real descrip3on of what that proposal needs to look like, and all we know about 3ming is
that it needs to be before the Board of Ed. in November 2017. The BOE will then look at all proposals and decide on a State-wide plan. There is no 3meline yet associated with this Plan. Marlboro cannot be assured that the plan will be conﬁgured in 3me for us to have real and clear op3ons by the March 2018 vote- we could once again be asking voters to make crucial votes concerning the future of their kids’ educa3on with-out knowing the op3ons.
So we are here to ask your Commi7ee to support House Bill 15 for the reasons stated above,
and because this Bill will allow us, and many more towns around the state, to get clear resolu3on on what a simpliﬁed Alterna3ve Structure proposal looks like and when we need to get it
in. It will also clarify and that the Board of Ed. needs to look at these proposals as they come in,
on a case-by-case basis, and make 3mely decisions about their merits. All of this will allow
Marlboro to be prepared, in March of 2018, to have an informed vote on re-joining our merger
partners. As noted before, the 706b Ar3cles which were submi7ed by the WCSU Elementary
Study Commi7ee are some 4 or 5 pages in length and the Agency approved them, over the December holidays, within a month, and we expect that the AS proposals will get the same equitable treatment.
Again, thank you for giving us the 3me to express our concerns. We urge you to support these
bills and we welcome your ques3ons.
Sincerely,

Lauren Poster, Committee Chair and School Board Director
Douglas Korb, Committee member
Chair of the Marlboro School Board

Dan Mac Arthur, Marlboro School Director

Member of the Dover/Marlboro/Wardsboro Study Committee
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The Marlboro School District’s Alternative Structure Committee’s

Testimony to the State of VT Alternative Structures under Act 46
3 pm Wednesday, January 25th, 2017
The Alternative Structure Committee is a sub-committee of the Marlboro School Board
Lauren Poster, Committee Chair and School Board Director
Douglas Korb, Committee member
Chair of the Marlboro School Board

Dan Mac Arthur, Marlboro School Director
Member of the Dover/Marlboro/Wardsboro Study Committee
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To the Members of the Senate Educa4on Commi7ee:
Thank you for taking the 4me to listen today, we appreciate the opportunity to make our
posi4on clear. We are here as Marlboro voters and school board commi7ee members on behalf
of the residents and students of Marlboro, but we speak for all Vermont towns which are not
ﬁnding sa4sfactory solu4ons to Act 46.
I am Lauren Poster, a Marlboro school board member and Chair of Marlboro’s Act 46 subcommi7ee, a commi7ee charged with exploring and understanding the Alterna4ve Structure.
Also with me is Douglas Korb, Chair of the Marlboro School Board and Alterna4ve Structure
Commi7ee Member. And Dan MacArthur, School Board member and current Merger Study
Commi7ee Member for the poten4al Marlboro, Dover, and Wardsboro district.
Marlboro is in a unique situa4on; we are a K-8 school with high school choice and have no
partners within our Supervisory Union that share our structure. We also do not have any natural
poten4al partners, other K-8 districts with high school choice, within our region willing to
partner with us as a side-by-side. We have done extensive outreach to districts outside our own
supervisory union, to our south and west and have come up short. This is something we will
explain in more detail later in our tes4mony.
What concerns us most is that Marlboro’s situa4on is deeply impacted by a shortened 4meline
and unresolved rules surrounding proposals for Alterna4ve Structures under Act 46. These
concerns are addressed in House Bill -15. Our town is being asked to vote on March 7th on a
merger that would, if successful, close our Junior High. This vote comes before two important
pieces of informa4on are ﬁnalized and made available.
First, we s4ll require an understanding of the rules to an Alterna4ve Structure where we might
retain our current structure of K-8 with High School Choice within our current Supervisory
Union. A dra] proposal was submi7ed, but has been deemed only that – a dra]. We’re
currently working from this dra] but our work has been paused in an4cipa4on of the ﬁnal
guidelines, a]er the feedback from the public comment period and, we hope, the legislature.
Un4l this work is ﬁnalized, we cannot tell our community whether we feel our district would be
approved.
Addi4onally, our district will require a K-12 side for us to form an accepted side-by-side. It is
currently unknown if the 5 towns in the Windham Central Supervisory Union that are
contracted with Leland and Gray Middle and High School will vote to form a Uniﬁed Union
District., as the vote will not happen un4l March, 2017. Should that vote fail, we would be
forced to explore the Alterna4ve structure without an approved K-12 side.
As conscien4ous representa4ves to our community we cannot give appropriate guidance to our
cons4tuents without this informa4on, yet a vote to merge with two K-6 districts that have
middle and high school choice, and form a new district that would force us to abandon our
junior high, is scheduled for March 7th, 2017. This is why we believe the current deadlines are
untenable.
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The Marlboro School Board has been diligently working to address the new law and we need
some 4me to inves4gate the Alterna4ve Structure. House Bill 15 suits Marlboro for its
reconsidera4on of the current onerous rules under the Dra] Proposal for Alterna4ve Structure,
and seeks to create rules that are in line with those in place for the “preferred” structures. H-15
also allows for an addi4onal year that Marlboro certainly needs to be able to thougheully put a
proposal together that will provide a successful educa4onal outcome for our students. We
strongly urge the Senate to dra] a similar bill that address these concerns and inequi4es for
Alterna4ve Structures.

FIVE (5) REASONS FOR TESTIMONY In favor of the Senate dra]ing and implemen4ng a Bill
similar to H-15
I.

To add !me to the process
Reason: We will present a short descrip4on of how impossible the upcoming deadlines
are for towns in our situa4on.

II.

To allow suﬃcient explora!on of the Alternative Structure,

Reason: so Districts submikng an Alterna4ve proposal to the Board of Educa4on (B.O.E.)
have 4me to meet with other districts and discuss crea4ve solu4ons to increase
opportuni4es in their schools in line with the Vermont Standards. Marlboro would like to
consider some inter-district and inter- Supervisory Union/District collabora4on for its
students; however, many of these districts are currently 4ed up in votes on Phase 2 (the
preferred structure) which will not end un4l June 2017. Those districts just don’t have
the resources to explore a collabora4on with Marlboro, even though those districts have
stated in open mee4ngs that they are very enthusias4c to begin planning/discussion of
shared programs. The current 4meline allows only 4 months explora4on a]er the June
2017 deadline – which is not enough 4me for proper educa4onal explora4on and
ﬂeshing out of ideas). An Alterna4ve Structure is just that – an Alterna4ve to what is
being done and it requires some thinking outside of the box. This process should be
encouraged by deadlines, not s4ﬂed by them.
III. To request the Senate Educa4on Commi7ee to have !me to work with the AOE on
simplifying and organizing the Rules for Alterna!ve Structure proposals
Reason: The VSBA has helped with this in the comment period and is the current
resource for the AOE, but the legislature should be aware of the ways in which the
original Act 46 language was interpreted by the BOE making Alterna4ve Structure
proposals much more onerous in comparison to the proposals of other models.
IV. To allow 4me for Alterna4ve Structures to retain, acquire, and use necessary resources
Reason: We have a small local grant and hope to apply for addi4onal grants through the
VSBA to hire a consultant to assist with our proposal, but many of the consultants we
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would hope to hire are working on Phase 2 mergers (not to be completed un4l June
2017). Extending this 4meline allows for our district to provide a reasonable request to a
consultant for an Alterna4ve Structure Proposal.
V.

To encourage the Commi7ee to support a widespread dissemina4on of Sec4on 712a of
Vermont Statues Annotated Ar4cle 16 Chapter 11 Subchapter 4 which allows this Ar4cle
in the WCSU Elementary Study Commi7ee Ar4cles:
Ar!cle 18 - Reconsidera!on by a district
A district vo!ng to remain independent will have one year to reconsider and join the
Uniﬁed District by vo!ng in favor of joining no later than March 31 2018, with admission
granted in advance by the Uniﬁed District. For the purpose of compliance with 16 VSA
(721), the Uniﬁed District consents to admission. ThereaVer, admission will be
determined by state statutes which require favorable votes by both the non-member
district and the voters of the Uniﬁed District.

Having stated our 5 reasons for tes4mony today, we would like to give you a brief overview of
what has taken place in our district so that the Commi7ee has a be7er understanding of what
Districts like Marlboro are going through to meet ACT 46’s demands.
In 2015, Marlboro created a town-wide Act 46 commi7ee made up of board members and
community volunteers. The commi7ee explored all op4ons under ACT 46’s Phase 1 and 2,
including reaching out to and surveying every local school district, and making a matrix of the
various opera4ng structures and oﬀered programs. This gave the board and commi7ee a
glimpse at program and structure compa4bility amongst neighboring districts (in and outside
our Supervisory Union). At the same 4me, we conducted a town-wide survey which gives us
guidance as we wind our way through Act 46. With each decision, we turn to the survey to
be7er understand what the Marlboro cons4tuency values most highly about our school. In 2016
we decided to enter into an Exploratory Commi7ee within the WCSU, led by former VSBA
President, Stephen Dale. In his ﬁnal report he explained that there is no good match within the
WCSU for Marlboro. I encourage you to read the Report by our consultant (Please note his #4. )
“A special note about Marlboro

Marlboro has unique challenges. It is the only district in the SU that operates grades PreK-8. It
has some logis4cal challenges in considering connec4ons with districts in other supervisory
unions. Some possible choices for ac4on include the following:
1. As described above, join a study commi7ee with Dover and Wardsboro to study the
advisability of forming a union school district that creates a “side-by-side” with a PreK-12
opera4ng district. You can simultaneously seek informal involvement with a second
study commi7ee (see op4on 3).
2. Connect with a PreK-8 opera4ng district from another supervisory union and study the
advisability of forming a union school district that would be a “side-by-side” with a
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PreK-12 opera4ng district in Windham Central, Windham Southwest, or Windham
Southeast. You can simultaneously seek informal involvement with a second study
commi7ee (see op4on 3).
3. Ask to be an informal par4cipant in one or more of the study commi7ees which may be
created in any of the three SUs. This would allow Marlboro to keep open its op4ons to
be included as an “advisable district” in a proposal to create a new, larger district which
may qualify for “side-by-side” status.
4. Involvement in 1, 2, or 3 may strengthen any later case to propose an “alterna8ve
structure”. Formal par8cipa8on in a study commi>ee may be helpful in qualifying to
retain the small schools grant as Act 46 indicates that one considera8on will be “the
district’s par8cipa8on in a merger study and submission of a merger report to the
State Board pursuant to chapter 11 of this 8tle.”
This Exploratory Commi7ee work took us up un4l June 2016. Once the exploratory commi7ee
ﬁnalized, we entered into Act 46’s Phase 2 and joined a study commi7ee with Dover and
Wardsboro to explore a merged District of three towns. This commi7ee did not really convene
un4l the end of the summer and it has been an intense 24 weeks of mee4ngs to meet
deadlines. The Study Commi7ee wanted to have its Ar4cles to Montpelier by December 2016
and to have the vote taken at Town Mee4ng 2017, which le] very li7le 4me to get the Ar4cles
ready, and only within this past week have we ﬁnalized various ballot issues and pinned down
the board member years for the Uniﬁed District Board. How is this possible? How can we not
have enough 4me to get paper ballots ready and s4ll be talking about major, deep-rooted,
changes to our educa4onal system? We will come back to the 4me issue at the end of this
presenta4on. And for the record, in my opinion, the Ar4cles which the Study Commi7ee
presented, and have been approved by the AOE, state that the Study Commi7ee researched the
educa4onal opportuni4es of a merger but this is nothing but boiler plate text- the Commi7ee
had no !me to actually look at how educa4onal opportuni4es might be improved in the Uniﬁed
District, nor can it state to the public with clarity what the new board might do to expand
opportuni4es other than allowing students from all three towns to a7end each other’s schools.
Any reference to actual educa4onal improvement is general and vague. For this reason, if others
tes4fy before you, today or any other day, and say that they have carefully researched
educa4onal opportuni4es of a proposed merger I would be skep4cal.
Merging and collabora4on: looking back at the matrix we formulated as we began to approach
the Act, it is now obvious. There are no dance partners for Marlboro. We met with School Board
members from towns to our south and southwest. Some of these members were viliﬁed by
their own townspeople for even talking with other towns whose spending is higher than their
own. In one case, a former chair of the school board resigned because her situa4on became so
uncomfortable by reques4ng a merger explora4on with Marlboro. As I said before, no good
op4ons within the region were forthcoming.
A]er being a part of an Exploratory Commi7ee within our current SU we chose to go to the
dance with Dover and Wardsboro, knowing that either they would need to change their
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structure or we would have to change ours. (Both Wardsboro and Dover have choice for their
Middle School Students. Marlboro has a successful Junior High). Marlboro's representa4ves on
the Study Commi7ee agreed early on that we would not try to force these other towns to
change their structure, so if we merge with Dover and Wardsboro, Marlboro will be losing its
grades 7 and 8 and expanding school choice, which is not popular among the residents of the
town. From my personal perspec4ve, Marlboro students will be be7er served by preserving
grades 7 and 8 and working with the school system where most of our kids go to high school,
Bra7leboro, to expand their opportuni4es. As we said, we have met with the Superintendent
and the Chair of the Windham South East Supervisory Union School Board already, and are in
talks to begin some sample programs where Bra7leboro students might beneﬁt from
Marlboro's resources and vice versa. Over the years, Marlboro has invested 4me and resources
expanding programming that addresses crea4ve learning opportuni4es, such as movement,
poetry, and ﬁeld research. We believe these programs give our students who may have
challenges in tradi4onal learning environments more opportuni4es to succeed. We welcome
the opportunity to share these programs with students in Bra7leboro, especially at the 7th and
8th grade levels. We also believe that our students will beneﬁt from some of the programs
available at the WSESU that our small school can’t provide. However, much of those
conversa4ons have been postponed un4l Bra7leboro holds its own merger vote in June and
resources are freed up to work with us (one of the main points outlined in our reasons
men4oned above)
It is essen4al that the AOE deﬁne the Alterna4ve Structure Proposal Rules- the Agency MUST
get these together rapidly and properly with the same ease of submission aﬀorded other
structures
We ask that this body insist that the Agency of Ed:
1) Deﬁne the 8me that the BOE can take to make decisions on Alterna8ve Structure proposals
(The H-15 Bill would directly assist with this measure) Districts like Marlboro will be in a
serious 4me crunch and this MUST be expedited. If a study commi7ee – which we were just
a part of - could have their proposals approved within 4 weeks around the holidays, then the
same should be do-able for an Alterna4ve Structure Proposal. Again, we hope that proposals
will begin being reviewed swi]ly a]er their submission – no ma7er when submi7ed.
2) Extend the deadlines for when Marlboro, and other similar Districts, can vote to re-enter
their merged Study Commi7ee districts
3) Small Schools Grants: Deﬁne Geographical Isola8on using the 2011 study's parameters
which already exist- with this metric Marlboro is listed as qualifying for Geographic Isola4on
and is able to maintain its Small Schools Grant.
4) Ensure that pre-Exis8ng metrics for students in poverty allow a District to not lose its Small
Schools Grant even if it chooses not to merge.
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As promised, back to the 4me issue. This is where Marlboro, and the ﬁ]y-odd towns around the
State grappling with Alterna4ve Structure proposals, need the clarity and simplicity, which
House Bill 15 oﬀers.
Marlboro will be vo4ng this March on a 706b merger proposal. If we vote no, as part of the
Ar4cles of this proposal we have un4l March of 2018 to be able to re-join the merged District
without penalty. We will then immediately be exploring an A S proposal, but as of right now,
there is no real descrip4on of what that proposal needs to look like, and all we know about
4ming is that it needs to be before the Board of Ed. in November 2017. The BOE will then look
at all proposals and decide on a State-wide plan. There is no 4meline yet associated with this
Plan. Marlboro cannot be assured that the plan will be conﬁgured in 4me for us to have real and
clear op4ons by the March 2018 vote- we could once again be asking voters to make crucial
votes concerning the future of their kids’ educa4on with-out knowing the op4ons.
So we are here to ask your Commi7ee to dra] legisla4on similar to House Bill 15 for the reasons
stated above, and because such a Bill will allow us, and many more towns around the state, to
get clear resolu4on on what a simpliﬁed Alterna4ve Structure proposal looks like and when we
need to get it in. It will also clarify and that the Board of Ed. needs to look at these proposals as
they come in, on a case-by-case basis, and make 4mely decisions about their merits. All of this
will allow Marlboro to be prepared, in March of 2018, to have an informed vote on re-joining
our merger partners. As noted before, the 706b Ar4cles which were submi7ed by the WCSU
Elementary Study Commi7ee are some 4 or 5 pages in length and the Agency approved them,
over the December holidays, within a month, and we expect that the AS proposals will get the
same equitable treatment.
Again, thank you for giving us the 4me to express our concerns. We urge you to support these
bills and we welcome your ques4ons.
Sincerely,

Lauren Poster, Committee Chair and School Board Director
Douglas Korb, Committee member
Chair of the Marlboro School Board

Dan Mac Arthur, Marlboro School Director
Member of the Dover/Marlboro/Wardsboro Study Committee
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Section II Appendix: Introduction
The Realms of Learning at Marlboro School
The “Realms of Learning” in the Marlboro School 7th and 8th grades is the central lens through
which student learning is assessed. There are five Realms:
•
•
•
•
•

Communication
Problem Solving
Civic and Social Responsibility
Personal Development
Knowledge

A rubric organized around the Realms of Learning guides students throughout their work. It is
used to introduce a learning task and, upon completion, for students to assess their own work
prior to turning the assignment in. Teachers, likewise, use the rubric to assess the student’s
efforts. Once handed back, the student then files it for later reference. Depending upon the
complexity of the assignment – an overnight homework assignment versus a long-term
research project - there will be further editing and revision before the work is ultimately filed
away but the general process is as described.
This procedure is followed during each student’s 7th and 8th grade experience such that by
completion of 8th grade a significant body of work has been collected. As part of graduation
from the Marlboro School each student selects work from their file, organizes it by Realm,
writes a personal essay reflecting on their development in each Realm, and compiles a
“Graduation Portfolio.” Each graduate presents and “defends” his/her portfolio to a panel of
faculty, school board members, and family. After the presentation, the student may be asked
by faculty to revise portions of the Portfolio in order for it to be “accepted” and in order for the
student to graduate.
The attached Portfolio is from 2017 (Section II, Appendix 3). It is submitted, with Sloan Wyse
and her parents’ permission, as an exemplar. Not all Portfolio submissions are of this quality
just as not every student achieves to the same degree. It must be stressed however that every
graduating student performs to the highest degree of her/his ability. The Portfolio process is an
exceptional, in-depth academic achievement for all graduates. This specific Portfolio ran to 148
pages thus what we submit for your examination is abridged from the whole. We seek to
communicate the process, seriousness of purpose, and achievement demonstrated by students
through the Graduation Portfolio.
To that end we also submit web links to two filmed 2017 Portfolio presentations (Section II,
Appendix 4). Again, with student and parent permissions, these are offered as exemplars. For
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ancillary insight into the application of the Realms of Learning at the Marlboro School please
see the attached appendix titled, “Graduation Speech 2017”. (Section II, Appendix 5)

Outside Works
Place-based education is a guiding principle of the educational practice throughout the grades
at the Marlboro School (Section II, Appendix 7) .Field research is a key component of trips made
outside the classroom to investigate the community and world around us. Vermont natural
history studies conducted by 5th and 6th grade students at the Hogback Mountain
Conservation Area in Marlboro over the course of several weeks yield field guides to 3m x 3m
plots chosen by students detailing the biotic and abiotic “inhabitants” of the plot. (Section II,
Appendix 6).
Knowledge and direct experience with the history and community in which one lives are
essential to developing a sense of belonging. To that end, throughout the grades students
experience the life and history of Marlboro (Section II, Appendix 8).
“Work in Marlboro” is an oral history project in which students interview community members
about their lives and their work in Marlboro. The project began in 2004 and continued until
2010. In 2015 it was re-established as an after-school program for 5th – 8th grade students.
Appendix 8 links to the interviews conducted between 2004 and 2010. The thirty-three
interviews conducted by students from 2015 – 2017 will be uploaded in September

Section II Appendices
Table of Contents
1. “Outside Works”: http://marlboroschool.net/about/place-based-education

2. Personal Learning Plan student form
3. Student 8th grade graduation portfolio
4. Links to 8th grade graduation portfolio presentations
5. Graduation Speech 2017
6. Student field work: field guide – Muscus petram
7. “Outside Works” K-8 Continuum:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HENfleqO5Bc9jkWK6l0g6Ggm0F9b8HlcACrPk2f
kDvQ/edit
8. “ Work in Marlboro”:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCc7r3oWqwkZ94TVojwZJG0w/videos?sort=dd&sh
elf_id=0&view=0
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“Outside Works”: http://marlboroschool.net/about/place-based-education
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Links to 8th grade graduation portfolio presentations:

Broden Walsh:
https://youtu.be/twQ9FCv9bk8

Merushka Rosner:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Th_djKquPvw&feature=youtu.be
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Section II, Appendix 5
Marlboro School Graduation Speech, June 19, 2017
Francie Marbury (principal), David Holzapfel (retired teacher,
school board member)

[David] Welcome parents, teachers, relatives and friends and welcome
especially to the Class of 2017. It is a profound honor for Francie and
me to have this opportunity to speak with you all this evening, this
transitional evening. It is a pleasure for us to be able to speak about
these graduates in front of their backs and in public.
Schools are unique among institutions in that its chemistry is always
changing. Every year new elements enter through the doors. Each class
is its own chemical formula and becomes recognizable to the teachers
and to the institution as the class progresses through the grades. And
while new elements may be added or subtracted to the basic
kindergarten formula, each class has its own signature.
For a bit of context, for those in the audience who might not know, I had
the privilege to teach the 5th & 6th grades here at MES for 26
years. These graduates, with the exception of two noteworthy
additions, were my last class before I retired two years ago. And
Francie retires her principalship of 15 years with their graduation; she
is to graduate with them.
We could speculate about why it is that two veteran educators decided
to retire after the experience of this group, but that might lead us into
some delicate territory. Perhaps it’ll come around later but, for now, we
have another plan in mind.
[Francie] And that plan is to turn the tables on you. You have spent the
last few weeks working with the Marlboro Realms of Learning to
prepare your Graduation Portfolio presentations.
Now we will use the Realms of Learning as a framework to look at you.
But first a little background is needed for those in the audience who
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aren’t so familiar with the Realms or the way they are used in
our portfolio process.

When I arrived at the Marlboro School in 2002 it quickly became
apparent to me that this was a school that walked its talk. Educators
everywhere talk about being student centered and the importance of
engaging students in their learning. These folks were doing it. As
principal I wanted to support this and help us do it even better.

We connected with a national progressive education coalition and,
through that, Ellen and I visited the Mission Hill School in Boston. Here
we were inspired as we observed the 7th and 8th grade students
presenting their work to a panel of teachers. They talked about what
they had learned while doing the work and they answered questions
from the panel about the work. We knew that Marlboro students could
do the same - and that it would be a far more effective demonstration of
what they learned than any scores on standardized tests. And we knew
that it was a perfect fit for the philosophy of education already
embraced at the school.

So back we came to Marlboro to share this exciting idea with the rest of
the staff and the school board and to begin the work of crafting our own
framework. We decided on the title Realms of Learning and defined
these Realms as Problem Solving, Communication, Civic and Social
Responsibility, Knowledge, and Personal Development. Over the years
we have worked hard to make them real and useful and actionable - not
just words on paper. The portfolio process does this. Education at
Marlboro culminates in the presentation of the Graduation Portfolio. In
this, students demonstrate their understanding of the Realms and their
understanding of themselves and their learning.

Starting in 5th grade students categorize their work and reflect on it in
terms of the Realms. For example, a science test might be put in
Knowledge or an I-Project (that’s an independent study report) might
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go under Communication. These pieces of work are used during parent
conferences and then, several weeks before graduation, students look
back on all of this work, select a few pieces for each Realm, and write a
reflective essay on how this work exemplifies their learning in that
Realm. They then present their portfolios to a panel which includes
their teachers, another faculty member, a school board member, their
parents, and me. It is a demanding and powerful process.

(Turn to students)
Now, I know that you have immersed yourselves in the Realms over the
past few weeks. You may even be a bit sick and tired of them. Don’t
worry. Tonight David and I will do the work as we use the Realms to
celebrate each and every one of you.

And we have so much to say! For time’s sake we’ve had to use great selfdiscipline and limit ourselves. We hope we leave you wanting more - in
which case the students’ portfolios are on the table … Please enjoy!

Problem Solving [Francie]
During your portfolio presentations you told us how you apply aspects
of Problem Solving in everything you do - in math, of course, but also in
writing and drama, with social issues, such as when you have problems
with friends, and in Design Tech as you build furniture and have to think
carefully before you make a cut and, even then, make adjustments and
sometimes start over.

Merou, you, and many students, identified Monday Night Math as an
area where Problem Solving was critical. It makes sense that you
choose Monday Night Math rather than other math work such as a unit
test. The reasoning and logic and many steps that are required are way
more complex than solving an equation. Now here’s an example of
problem solving that’s a little different… When the curtain was minutes
away from going up on this year’s Cabaret, you learned that one of your
classmates would not be able to perform. Collective gasp and groan!
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This was a key role in one of the skits. Rachel and Tim asked you, Merou,
to take this on. What pressure - and at the last minute. You were able to
go inside yourself, find that quiet place where you could feel calm and
ready. And the show went on!

Samantha, you are also an actress and a singer. You’ve pursued this for
many years through singing lessons, performing in school shows such as
Grease, and working at the New England Youth Theater. In your
portfolio presentation you told us about the breath techniques you’ve
learned to support your singing. I hope you all heard Samantha belt out
“Good Morning, Baltimore!” in the Cabaret! For all of these
performances you’ve had to learn words - lots and lots of words - lyrics
to songs and lines in a play. You’ve found that the best way to learn all
these words is to say them over and over and over. And then, being a
good problem solver, you’ve transferred this strategy to other work.
When faced with studying for a science test or a vocabulary test you
rehearse the information out loud and it sticks!

Lilly, you started your essay on Problem Solving by stating that it is your
favorite Realm. I can see why! When you arrived at Marlboro School as a
7th grader, you encountered a culture very different from your previous
school. You have always been a good student. You did your work and got
good grades. You knew what the teacher wanted and you did your best
to please. At Marlboro the assignments were more open-ended and it
was clear from your classmates and from the teachers that work can
always be improved and that the most important person you had to
impress was yourself - that it was your own standards and expectations
that you had to live up to. This resulted in your plunging into your work.
According to your mother, there are times when she can’t get you out of
your room for dinner because you are always working on one more
draft. As you said at the end of your reflective essay, Lilly, problemsolving and the skills required make learning enjoyable and challenging
at the same time!
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Knowledge [David]
Learning is a complex activity. As students, academic book learning is
the most traditional path to gain knowledge but there are many kinds of
knowledge and other portals through which it can be acquired.
Experiential learning can be a deep-muscle path to knowledge.
Designing then building furniture in Design Tech class combines the
theoretical and practical.
And then there’s this hands-on experience - (turn to graduates) May I
see a show of hands of those of you who had the experience of milking a
cow for the first time while in Costa Rica?
Retention of information is also key to this Realm. May I see a show of
hands of those of you who memorized the first stanza to the Prologue to
the Canterbury Tales over 2 years ago and who can still recite much or
all of it today?

Forrest - After studying thermodynamics in the classroom it was time
for Forrest to apply the principles of conduction, convection and
radiation to a practical matter: building a brick oven in which to bake
bread. Wood-fired bread – sounds delicious, doesn’t it? However, to
quote Forrest, “ Our bread did bake and become cooked bread, but it
was not good bread.” “… a few things did not go as planned.” And here
we have the invaluable, big-picture life-lesson – “ a few things did not go
as planned.” If we can manage to keep it to just “a few things,” we adults
usually consider that we’re still above water.

Merou - Though I’d like to talk about Meroushka’s hilarious
performance of a skit in last year’s cabaret, I am compelled to take note
of her map. For a unit in social studies class, Merou drew a large map
entitled, “Imperialism in Asia circa 1914” depicting European
imperialist activity at that time in that region of the world. The power
of the map is due to its detailed accuracy and its beauty as a visual
representation of the knowledge she’d gained. Merou came to realize
too that she could use her map as a vehicle to present and share with
her class some of the historical facts she had learned.
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Nieve has pointed out that knowledge isn’t just about the information
one gains but how that information is put to use. In her iProject
research into American Sign Language she had to gather information,
assemble it into a coherent whole and then teach sign language to her
class. She had to use her understanding of ASL to teach her classmates a
language system new to most all of them. In the process, she realized
that teaching is a powerful means of gaining, enriching and retaining
knowledge.

Samantha - I was tempted to speak about Samantha’s solo performance
of “Good Morning, Baltimore” in this year’s cabaret. But I decided that
that was too obvious and the number of superlatives I’d have to use
would become tedious. Instead, I draw attention to her work in
Knowledge. She expresses awareness of her need to process, connect &
use information in order for it to become useful knowledge and not
merely a bunch of facts. Making cross-disciplinary
connections Samantha used historical fact about the American Civil
War and applied them to create the fictional journal of a young woman.
Her “Journal of Emily Jane 1861-1865” weaves facts from the strife of
the times into the life experiences of a young girl living then. Such
historical fiction brings us closer to the experiences of the people and
also demonstrates Samantha’s grasp of the historical period. And we, in
turn, benefit from the knowledge she’s gained.
Civic and Social Responsibility [Francie]

One thing that has kept me going for my 30 some years in education has
been the knowledge that, in the not too distant future, you will be in
charge. Do I want you to close your eyes to the problems of the world or
choose a path where the only person you are taking care of is yourself?
No way. I want you to take care of me (well, maybe not me personally,
but you know what I mean). Bottom line I want you to care. I want you
to know yourself. This means knowing what you are passionate about.
And knowing how to put that passion to work making the world a better
place.
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Jordan, you are a hands on, get it done kind of guy. You do hard, physical
work with enthusiasm And when it’s in the service of a good cause you
work even harder. You stacked firewood as part of Rent a Kid to raise
money for the trip to Costa Rica. At the Food Bank in Washington, DC
you worked as part of a team, filling grocery bags with food that would
later be handed out to people who needed it. And on our trip to Costa
Rica you packed soil into bags, preparing them for the seeds that will
grow into trees. Once planted, these trees will help to offset the carbon
emissions from the jet fuel that was burned up as we flew the 2300
miles to Costa Rica. So, in addition to the hands on work, you learned
about the role of carbon in climate change - an issue that your
generation will surely deal with.
Now Nieve, in your take on Civic and Social Responsibility you also
recognize the importance of educating yourself about the world as you
demonstrated when you put your World War II timeline in this Realm.
Informed people make informed choices and take informed action. You
did this as you worked with your class to prepare for the trip to D.C.
Your class decided that “Pass the Equality Act!” would be your message
to Congress, and anyone else who would listen. You combined self
education with action as you learned about this issue and then stood on
the National Mall with your banner.

Forrest, you have yet another take on Civic and Social Responsibility the importance of a special kind of leadership. For the Costa Rica game
the class was divided into small groups and each group had a list of
tasks to complete. How to pull the group together and get the job
done? You took it upon yourself to understand the scope of the game so
that you knew what to do and could help teammates know what to do.
This was not all talk. You also set an example by working hard and your
team members jumped in. Back home you have taken on projects to
make our school a better place. As you leave the Outback tonight and
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walk up through the Primary playground, I invite you all to check out
the new door and handle on the shed. Thank you, Forrest.

For all of you I can’t wait to see who you become and what you do. And,
yes, Jordan, it’s ok if you want to stack more firewood for me.

Communication [David]
Separating the Realms of Communication and Knowledge isn’t easy.
Communication without knowledge is babble and knowledge without
communication is a lost opportunity.
In their Portfolios many students referenced their I-Projects as
exemplars in the realm of Communication. An I-Project is an
independent study requiring students to research and write a paper on
their self-chosen topic. They must also present their learning to the
class in a formal presentation, typically a multi-media affair.
Performances in the Jr High Cabaret and NEYT along with public
speaking presentations are also cited by students in this realm.
Ben has recognized that video is an information technology medium
through which to express and communicate his learning and ideas. In
this past year he has made a number of videos. His instructional math
video has played to rave reviews. And as part of the “Work in Marlboro
Project”, Ben edited, in post-production, a 40 minute raw interview with
Marlboro resident Tom Fusco to create a 5 minute documentary about
Tom and his experience of Tropical Storm Irene in 2011. It’s a powerful
clip about a community member’s experience of a significant historical
moment in town.
Broden - Jr High students conduct formal debates as part of their
government and social studies curriculum. Students are given a
controversial topic and a side, pro or con, which they are required to
argue. Broden’s position was not one that she personally supported but
she had to argue the case as if she did. With her team she helped
construct their position in a clear, persuasive oral argument which was
countered by the opposing team. She found it challenging to convince
others of something she didn’t necessarily believe herself. Yet his is the
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power of debate, to explain a position clearly using evidence to support
a point of point. Though they didn’t prevail in the debate they mounted
a solid argument and communicated their ideas persuasively.
Jordan has found out that he really likes being different people on
stage. In “Hair Magic”, a skit he performed with Ben for the Jr High
Cabaret, Jordan learned how to develop his character through the
rehearsal process. Perhaps more importantly, he learned how to put
disgusting goop into his hair in order to attract girls… his learning was
not so much about if the goop would work but rather that he could use
body language and voice to communicate to the audience just how
sharp his character looked after he had gooped up. You can ask Jordan
if the goop worked.
It would seem that Lilly has an attraction-repulsion mind set about
clowns. Her 7th grade i-Project was titled “The Fear and History of
Clowns” and took up the thesis that clowns on stage sometimes aren’t
the same people off-stage. For the Jr High cabaret she wrote, selfdirected and performed her monologue, “Smiles the Clown”. That title
sounds like it would be funny and it was in parts, but not necessarily
funny “ha-ha”. Lilly enacted the inner thoughts of Smiles as he wrestles
with what it means to be a performer and the self-doubt that goes along
with it. Through vocal expression, costume and body language, Lilly
communicated the complexities of the clown’s less-than-smiley
circumstances.

Nikita - We often look to authors’ writings to experience, second-hand,
something we have never experienced first-hand. Nikita’s Consortium
piece entitled “Barrel Racing & Poles” engages us as she and her horse,
Roscoe, run the barrel race course at a competition. Her descriptions of
the racecourse, of Roscoe’s powerful musculature beneath her, the heat
and sweat, leaning into the curves and the close communication that
goes on between horse and rider as they race was vivid.

Sloan – Though I’m not proud of it, I know next to nothing about Latin
dance. Sloan, on the other hand knows a great deal about it. Her i176
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Project piece, “Latin Dance”, fits in Communication because of the ways
in which she conveyed her learning to her audience. While reading her
paper about the history of Latin dance forms she projected slides of
dancers. She also created and made pencil drawings of Latina dance
outfits. She also played music and demonstrated a number of Latin
moves. Self-communication was the final piece of her i-Project in the
form of a written reflection about her study and about the experience of
teaching it to the class.
Personal Development [Francie]

Personal Development is the last realm and, perhaps, the broadest. Each
of you is a unique individual. In your time at the Marlboro School, you
have grown and changed in your own unique way. But, what you have in
common is your ability to step back and to reflect on yourself and your
work - on the change and growth. You’ve asked yourselves questions
such as “What did it take for me to write this piece? What do I need to
take into consideration as I make this hard decision? Who do I want to
be?”
Sloan, on the climb up Mount Mansfield last fall you encountered a
different kind of challenge from those we usually associate with school.
The climb was long and hard and it felt more than a bit risky to be above
tree line where it seemed all too possible to fall right off the mountain your usual confidence was tested, but with your friends’ encouragement
and, your own perseverance and determination, you made it to the top!
As part of your portfolio presentation, you told us that you are a natural,
born leader. And, as we know, such a gift does not come without
challenges. Through your ability to look at yourself critically and to try
to understand how others see you, you are well on your way to
overcoming these challenges. You recognize that, just because your way
of doing things is clearly the best and most efficient (and it usually is),
you must be patient. And so you were during the Cabaret scene, “Actors’
Challenge”. You took on the role of director when the teachers were
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busy with other groups and you worked hard to help the large cast stay
on track. You also realized that since this complicated scene required
many costume changes, there was no way it could be successful if the
costumes weren’t organized. And so you took care of it.

Ben, you continue to step out of your comfort zone and to challenge
yourself in many ways. You recognize that who you sit next to and
what’s going on around you has a huge influence on your ability to focus
and get work done well. And, based on this understanding, you’re
making better and better choices. Your skill as a musician, which you’ve
honed through your commitment to band since 4th grade, and your
work with Charlene on the guitar, was demonstrated at the Spring
Concert where you played both acoustic and electric guitar and also at
your portfolio presentation as you played a short riff. A live
demonstration! Clearly this took a practice and a lot of guts!

Broden, in your personal essay about the experience of traveling to
Florida with your sister and brother and then to Costa Rica with your
class, you wrote - “If you know how other people live, then you are able
to understand them and their culture. Understanding is the first step to
getting rid of prejudice and stereotypes.” Broden, you seek to
understand in many ways. Your ability to reflect on, critique, and revise
your work is extraordinary. We see this in writing, art work, and math.
You enjoyed the hands on work of building an oven, as part of your
study of thermodynamics. This was a cooperative project and you noted
how important it was to listen to your partner - just one way you make
use of feedback and learn from critique. Just as you can take in others’
ideas, you are generous in sharing your own insights. In her portfolio
presentation, Samantha mentioned how helpful you were as she was
trying to come up with an idea for a literature response.
Nikita, you came to Marlboro School last year and we are so glad you
did. Your growth in your understanding of yourself, your willingness to
ask for help and put that help to good use, and your determination to
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get the most out of every experience is admirable. On the Costa Rica trip
you wanted to be at the front of every hike so you could listen to the
guide, ask questions, and take in everything that was pointed out. Your
love for and knowledge of horses is inspiring. And your ability to convey
that to us through your writing has grown immensely - you’ve learned
to use writing to explore your own feelings and to convey these feelings
to your audience. Just hours before you presented your portfolio, Rachel
sent you back to write a conclusion for your essay on this realm. Here’s
part of it - “Overall for the last 2 years that I have been at this school, I
have had nothing but help with the things that I struggled with the most.
When I had a hard time I used to keep it to myself and now I am raising
my hand and asking. I guess I am kind of out of my shyness now.” We
agree!
If you, as a class, continue to be reflective, to think about issues from
several angles, to consider the consequences of your actions, and to take
responsibility for the choices you make, we are confident that you will
go out and make the world a better place.

[David]
Returning to an earlier point, thinking about your class as a
kindergarten-based, chemical formula is certainly too clinical a
metaphor for who you actually are. Instead, let’s consider the ways in
which chemicals combine in food and see where that goes.
Let’s consider each class making its way through MES as a meal or a part
of a meal. Every class has its own variety of flavor notes. These notes
change over time as ingredients are added, blended and mature. In that
sense, every class is a part of the satisfying banquet which is each
school year. And there isn’t much indigestion at the Marlboro School
fortunately.
As it has made its way through MES, this class of 2017, has always been
the healthy yet sweet, whole grain but not “granola”, fully satisfying
dessert that every institution and every teacher relishes. Maybe like a
terrific carrot cake or whatever it is that tops your personal list.
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There are many ways in which each of your former teachers could
explain why you have been so satisfying. Here, I can only speak for
myself. Being my last class, you were a wonderful dessert after many a
terrific meal. I’ll give two examples of why you were so tasty: first and
foremost, you get along so well with each other. Of course there would
be flair-ups when the pressure of proximity caused heat, so many
individual flavor notes bumping up against one another. But it never
lasted long so the mellow chaos held steady.

Another example and one which never ceased to astonish me was when
it would be time in the day for writing or math or whatever, I’d say OK,
it’s time for writing or math or whatever then I’d turn away to write
something or look down at something or whatever. And when I’d look
back, you’d all be at work, focused. This was consistently mind-boggling
and I can tell you with all honesty, for we teachers, that is the definition
of a scrumptious dessert. And so from all of your teachers and all of the
staff here at the Marlboro School, I can say thank you, that was delicious.
I should add that after such a satisfying dessert, Francie and I were well
pleased and content to move on to brandy and cigars, metaphorically
that is.
In conclusion, I offer one final garden and flower metaphor which I’ll
attempt to get through: You, collectively, have helped tremendously in
the making of the Marlboro School’s nutrient-rich soil. Your roots are
strong and healthy. And now it’s time for you to flower in other
gardens. We, all of us in this room - your parents, teachers, relatives
and friends - have every confidence that flower you will, each your own
unique bloom. You’ve been such a lovely bouquet. So please, go out
now to nourish your world and, in turn, continue to be nourished by
it. Thank you.
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Quest for Knowledge: Students will gain the skills to observe and understand the world with a sense of curiosity and wonder.
Connecting to Place: Students will explore natural and cultural heritages through excursions and field research.
Belonging: Students will develop an active awareness of communities, from the classroom to the world.
Agency: Students will develop a positive sense of self and actively contribute to their natural and human communities.

203

We encourage students to be creative and express themselves while building a sense of agency and helping them develop an awareness of
environmental and civic responsibility.

Learning in and from the world around us is supported by strong relationships with various community individuals and organizations.
Teachers and children go outside to connect with the outside world.  This affects who they are and helps to shape who they become.  Themed
studies and interdisciplinary projects provide the integration of curriculum in interactive and engaging ways.  Students regularly carry out
independent studies, as well as reflect on and assess their own accomplishments within the Realms of Learning.

We begin with an emphasis on here and now, progressing to learning about long ago and far away as students grow.  Lessons often go out of
the classroom and into the world around us, while the classroom provides the space for reflection, deeper investigation and sharing of the
experience.

Outside Works is a developmental continuum of learning experiences outside the classroom.  Through excursions and field research we foster a
connection to place, beginning with our school and expanding to the world.  Exploring natural and cultural heritages we help students
understand the relationship between them and how they shape our lives.

●
●
●
●

Guiding principles:

Outside Works: Learning in and from the world around us

1
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K

● Encourage a love of learning and
observation.
● Nurture respect for the living
creatures around us.
● Learn about our neighbors of the
forest to foster a connection to
Vermont’s wildlife.

Goals:
● Learning is infused into exciting
activities.
● Foster a sense of curiosity and
wonder.
● Be part of a social group and
learn to work mindfully together.
● Empower students to give things
a try and take risks.
● Learn to rely on ourselves and
each other.
● Build a sense of community.

Activities:
● Hike: To begin the year, we go on a hike to get to know each other, play games, and build the school
community.
● Forest Kindergarten:  Each afternoon, students head outside to play and explore the environment of the forest.
● Community: Throughout the year we build a classroom community and school community.  K runs a post office
for the school, make their own stamps, sort and deliver mail.  To learn about our wider community we visit
important places people go such as the post office, the apple orchard, and the hospital.
● Changing seasons: We learn about the seasons through observations of the natural world and visits to local
farms, including apple picking and making applesauce.  We observe the forest throughout the seasons in forest
kindergarten, changing our activities as the seasons progress from raking leaves to shoveling snow and sliding
down the hillside to watching the forest change with the coming of spring and warmer weather.
● Insects: We observe the life cycle and metamorphosis of butterflies and go on bug hunts to see what we find,
draw pictures, and compare our findings from different habitats.
● Farms: To get to know animals, we incubate chicks in the classroom, visit a veterinary clinic, and visit farms.
● Hike: To begin the year, we go on a hike to get to know each other, play games, and build the school
community.
● Birds: We learn about birds around the school and at Hogback.  Students do research about birds and go on
observation walks.  We visit the Southern Vermont Natural History Museum and they visit our classroom.
● Mammals: We get outside, explore, and observe what’s out there, and find things to investigate further back in
the classroom.  We learn about the classification of animals, their adaptations, characteristics, traits, and life
cycles.
● Community Service:  Primary clean up duty on the playground, fundraiser for Hogback Museum eagle
enclosure
● Nature Study: Observations of trees, leaves, insects, the sky and the natural world around us, sugaring
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7-8

5-6

3-4

Activities:
● Hike: Begin the year with a hike to get to know each other, play games, and build the school community.
● Garden: To learn about how our food grows, every year we plant in the spring, over the summer families care
for the garden, and in the fall we harvest food for classroom meals and school healthy snacks.
● Compost: Our class runs the school paper and food composting, making sure the system runs well, and learning
about the science of decomposition.
● Trees: Students adopts a tree.  We learn how to identify trees and watch them change through the seasons,
document observations, make detailed sketches and write poetry.
● Soil: We learn what our natural resources are, why they’re important and how to take care of them.  Through
experiments and visits to farms we learn about the threats to soil and how to keep soil healthy.  We also make a
topo map of VT with salt dough, learning the main peaks and rivers through the state.
● Mapping: To relate where students live to the larger landscape we create neighborhood maps and place them on
a larger map in relation to the school and other important features of our landscape.
● Community Service: We take trips to local farms connecting our work in the school garden with the larger
community, learning about different farming techniques and larger food systems, and helping with projects.
● Local History: Looking at pieces of history we can still see, we try to discover what they were and what they
were used for, to learn about life in Marlboro at different points in history.  We visit the oldest cemetery of
Marlboro and the town hall to look through records.  Through student independent projects we learn about how
the Abenaki used to live here. (History through school houses in town.)
● Woodford Overnight: At the beginning of each year we go to Woodford State Park to get to know each other.
We hike around the reservoir, camp in lean-tos, play games about the web of life and explore nighttime ecology.
● Community:  Students run a craft tent at the Marlboro Fair.
● Compost: Students maintain school composting system, monitoring and studying decomposition.
● Hogback studies, including poetry and local history, under development.
● Watershed and local history studies under development.
● Cape Cod field trip: We learn about the how the landscape changes by natural and human forces through
exploring estuaries, oceanography, geology, and the history of initial explorers and separatist pilgrims.  During
the one-week field trip, students interview individuals connected to their individual research topic.  Examples:
cod industry, windmills, lighthouses.  Back at school student create multimedia presentations for their class,
school and community.
● NYC field trip: We learn about US immigration history and students take on independent research projects
related to NYC guiding the direction of further investigation.  During the one-week field trip, students interview
a professional in their field of study.  Examples: landscape design, taxidermy, theater, department stores.  Back at
school students create multimedia presentations for their class, school and community.
Activities:
● Mountain climbing: To get to know each other, at the beginning of each year we take a 3 day trip to Mt
Mansfield or Mt Chocorua, camp out and climb the mountain.
● Mystery Day: As a surprise for students, we go on a day of challenge and fun on the water at the Retreat
Meadows, Sunset Reservoir, or South Pond.  Activities can include paddling, journaling, building miniature
boats, and building their own rafts.

● Build academic and interpersonal
skills.
● Work collaboratively and
independently on projects.
● Build appreciation of and
familiarity with our surroundings.
● Through focusing on the micro
students can begin to understand
the macro.
● Work takes place outside the
classroom, and the classroom
becomes the laboratory.
● Understanding of our natural and
cultural community extends to
the regional scale.

Goals:
● Foster awareness and
appreciation of where we are and
the greater world.
● Field trips get us outside the
classroom to see something from

Goals:
● Build community within the
classroom.
● Learn how to ask questions and
find our own answers.
● Foster awareness, observation,
and connection to the world
around us.
● Cultivate appreciation and care
for the world around us.
● Provide the tools to figure out
what we can do to save our own
world.
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All
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ool

a new perspective.
● Understand who we were, who
we are, and where we’re going.
● Help them grow into a sense of
environmental and civic
responsibility.
● Understanding of our natural and
cultural communities extends to
the global scale.

● Class Government: To learn the tools of how a small group can make decisions together students form their
own class government.  It is modeled after town meeting with rules of order and a moderator, but students decide
how to make decisions and try out different methods, from direct democracy to constitutional monarchy.
● Revolutionary New England: With a focus on public life we explore politics, government and war.  We look at
the American Revolution, the Civil war and the history of human settlement, land use and ownership through
New England.  Visits to Hogback Mountain investigate the effects people have on the land, considering then and
now.
● Energy: Studies span from the micro to the macro, investigating the atomic level to the generation of electricity
and from our local energy use to the global impact.  Students decide on a project that enables them to learn by
doing and make a contribution.  Examples: A booth at a local event providing information about energy
efficiency and lighting.  Applied for a grant and installed solar panels on the school.  Participated in the trial of a
wind turbine at the school.  Looked at school energy usage and address lighting in all rooms.
● Montpelier, VT & Washington DC field trips: Political and government studies prepare for trips visiting
museums and speaking with senators and representatives.  Students learn how government works as well as how
to have a voice in government.  We also explore the difference between city and country life.  Students decide on
the trip’s agenda, questions, activities and goals.  Examples: Addressing a bill at the House or Senate at the time,
students have protested with a banner, made statement with a visual splash, created card handouts turning the
bills acronym into a metaphor.
● Trade & Empires: We explore relationships between different people, races and cultures.  We learn about
Mongolian and Chinese empires, silk roads, African slave trade and 18th century New England trade.   Museum
visits explore art artifacts from different times and cultures  Visits to the Bishop homestead at Hogback Mountain
consider trade connections for someone living in Marlboro in the 18th century.  A visit to Walmart looks at what
is imported and issues regarding where things come from.
● Flora & Fauna: We learn about the ecology of our VT wetlands, woodlands and wildlife and their
interdependence.  Several studies are taken to Hogback Mountain to provide a practical and realistic way to look
at what we’re learning while contributing information to conservation organizations.  Examples: stream water
quality monitoring and investigation of macroinvertebrates, amphibian studies and vernal pool mapping and
monitoring, winter mammal studies with a focus on porcupines, fisher and snowshoe hares.
● Costa Rica field trip:  Students raise the funds to make this trip possible by harvesting saplings and making
rustic furniture and having a cider sale where they pick and press local apples.  Investigations into our
relationship and connections with Central America prepare us for this special experience.  We delve into
international trade, fair trade, corporations, coffee, climate change, cloud forest ecology, migratory birds,
ecotourism and more.  Students decide on their group and individual projects for the trip.
● Community Service: From cleaning up the recycling area to running a weekend long cider sale many activities
take the JH students into the Marlboro community.
● Hogback Day
● Harvest Feast
● Fall Fiesta
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Work in Marlboro
A community history project by Marlboro Elementary School instructor David Holzapfel's 5th &
6th grade classes and the Marlboro Historical Society. On-going since 2004, these video
interviews were conducted by students. They are presented here in raw and unedited form.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCc7r3oWqwkZ94TVojwZJG0w/videos?sort=dd&shelf_id=0&view=
0
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MARLBORO SCHOOL BOARD PRESENTS PROPOSAL FOR SHARED SPECIAL
EDUCATION COSTS IN THE WINDHAM CENTRAL SUPERVISORY UNION
In response to the discussion about special education costs that was taken up at the March 2014
Marlboro Town Meeting, the Marlboro School Board recently presented a proposal for changing
the way special education costs are determined by member school districts of the Windham
Central Supervisory Union (WCSU.) We are sharing the proposal here to inform our community
members and let you know that this proposal is being brought forward for discussion and
consideration at the next full meeting of the WCSU Board. Questions about the proposal can be
directed to Jen Carr, Marlboro School Board Chair, at jcarr@windhamcentralboard.org.

On Wednesday, September 24, 2014, the Marlboro School Board presented the following
proposal to the WCSU Board for consideration at the next regular meeting:
WHEREAS, Vermont statute, 16 V.S.A. 261(a)(6), makes the WCSU Board responsible for
providing special education services, as well as compensatory and remedial service on behalf of
its member districts; and
WHEREAS, Vermont statute 16 V.S.A. 301, states that ….each school district shall pay a
proportionate share of the salary and expenses of the superintendent and the expenses of the
supervisory union based on the number of enrolled pupils in each member school district unless
otherwise agreed upon; and
WHEREAS, Vermont statute 16 V.S.A. 301, further elaborates that ‘Enrolled pupils’ shall be
defined by the Commissioner by rule, including the treatment of tuition students, special
education students, students enrolled in technical centers, and other particular circumstances;
and
WHEREAS, it is in the fiduciary interest of all the residents of towns represented by the WCSU
Board to distribute special education costs over a wide-as-reasonably-possible catchment area;
and
WHEREAS, it is in the interest of Towns and Districts to be able to levelly and predictably
budget for Special Education without incurring unexpected and damaging spikes in yearly
School District Budgets; and
WHEREAS, these spikes erode the regular and effective running of our schools and erode the
trust of our citizens in seeing our budgeting as fair and predictable; and
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WHEREAS, it is in the best interest of all our students in general, and in particular, those
students with special needs, to have a predictable, transparent, equitable and just methodology to
support our Supervisory Union Board in fulfilling its obligations – legal, financial, moral and
otherwise, therefore be it
RESOLVED, that in FY16 and then going forward, the WCSU Board change its methodology
for assessing special education costs (including all costs for special education services, as well as
compensatory and remedial services) away from a system that charges the actual costs for special
education services directly back to each district, and instead use a system that would charge K-6
districts within the WCSU proportionally based on the number of students in each district,
effectively spreading the risks and costs associated with students in need of special education
services and stabilizing the yearly budgets of individual districts.
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Presentation Overview
• Geographic and Structural Isolation
• Marlboro School District 2015 – Present
• Meeting the Goals of Act 46
• Sustainability and Student Population

Marlboro’s Place in Space: The WCSU and Southeastern region
• Only school in the WCSU
operating K-8
• Only K-8 school in
southeastern VT (amidst
WSESU, WSWSU) with
“No” vote on merger
• Only K-8 in region that is
not a part of a Union High
School (Putney/ Dummerston/Guilford tied to
Brattleboro High School)

Marlboro Act 46 Committee: School Matrix
[Section 1 Appendix 2 (pg. 21)]
School Districts [SU] included in outreach:
Windham Central Supervisory Union (WCSU)
Dover
Wardsboro
Jaimaca
NewBrook (Newfane/Brookline)
Windham Southeast Supervisory Union (WSESU)
Putney
Dummerston
Guilford
Academy School
Windham Southwest Supervisory Union (WSWSU)
Readsboro
Halifax
Twin Valley

Details Reviewed for each District:
Proximity | ADM (Average Daily Membership) | Per Pupil Spending
| Philosophy | Current Supervisory Union | Tuition | Structure (K8, K-6, 7-8 grades, etc.) | Capital Improvements | Facilities |
Programs (language, field research, music, movement, poetry) |
Curriculum (Field Research) | Sports (school and intramural) | Lunch
program | Teacher Satisfaction/ Classroom Support | High School
Grad Rates | After School | Multi Grade Classrooms | Act 46
Committee | School Digger Ranking
From WSWSU Proposal: “After several meetings, and looking at
the financials, it was determined that the Marlboro School had a
much higher per pupil spending than the other three schools of
Readsboro, Halifax and Stamford. The higher per pupil spending in
Marlboro would have increased the taxes of Readsboro by (0.1644),
Stamford by (0.2011 ), Halifax by ( 0.0002) and would have reduced
the taxes in Marlboro by (0.33). This was not acceptable to
Readsboro, Stamford, and Halifax;”

Accident Data for Rte 9
from the High Crash
Report from the Dept of
Highway Safety [2010 –
2014] Marlboro area :
Locale

Marl

Total

Acc

51

221

Inj

24

79

Fat

VT RTE 9

VT RTE 9

VT RTE 9

VT RTE 9
Elevation:
223 ft
Elevation:
1,736 ft

1

Elevation:
2,410 ft

Elevation:
1,916 ft

Stamford
Readsboro

Elevation:
1,152 ft

Moss Hollow Road
(Dirt - Seasonal for Heavy Loads)
Map shows roughly 16 mile width

A conventional school bus is a Type C bus, which can weigh
from 19,501 to 26,000 pounds
--https://www.reference.com/math/much-school-bus-weigh-b393cf668ec02168

VT RTE 9

VT RTE 9

VT RTE 9

Map shows roughly 16 mile width

Marlboro School District Act 46 Timeline
Act 46 is
passed
WCSU Board
Deliberations

Marlboro School
District Forms Act 46
Committee (made up of
Community and Board
Members)

Spring/Summer
2015
WCSU Forms
Exploratory
Committee led by
Steve Dale

Marlboro Act 46
Committee continues
outreach to surrounding
schools in attempts to
find partners

Spring/Summer
2016

Spring
2016

Fall/Winter
2015

Marlboro School Board (in conjunction with Act 46
Committee Feedback and WCSU Exploratory Committee
Feedback) joins Study Committee with Dover/Wardsboro
Marlboro Forms Act 46 Alternative
Structure Committee

Marlboro School Board
proposes board
expansion. Town votes
Yes. Board goes from 3
to 5

Marlboro Act
46 Committee
Conducts
Town-wide
Survey >25%
response rate

Alt Struc Committee
provides testimony on
Marlboro’s situation

Marlboro Town Votes
on Study Committee
Proposal.
264 No / 66 Yes
48% Voter Turnout

Winter/Spring
2017

Legislature
Passes Act
49 allowing
2x2x1

Marlboro
and WCSU
prepare
today’s
Action Plan

Spring/Summer
2017

Meeting Act 46 Goal 1
EQUITY OF OPPORTUNITY [OPTIONS]:

• Developing a Pre K program at Marlboro School.
• Teachers will continue to benefit from common professional
development /teacher collaboration.
• Increase opportunities for Marlboro students within the
WCSU through mutual agreement.
• Develop collaborative programming with area middle schools
beyond the WCSU when practicable.
• Explore expansion of middle school choice.
• Marlboro students in grades 9-12 continue to take advantage
of school choice to match individual student needs

Meeting Act 46 Goal 2
ACHIEVE OR EXCEED THE STATE QUALITY STANDARDS [HIGHLIGHTS]:

• Use of the WCSU curriculum director to implement standards based curriculum
• Since the adoption of SBAC, Marlboro has seen significant increases in student achievement. On average,
the percentage of students scoring Percent Level 3 or above increased by 9% in ELA and 13% in Math
from the 15-16 to 16-17 school year.
• Participation in the Educator Evaluation System that will exist WCSU wide.
• Continued access to the shared teacher substitute pool for consistent instructional quality

Meeting Act 46 Goals 3 and 4
MAXIMIZE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCIES [HIGHLIGHTS]:

• Marlboro School will work with the other WCSU districts to spread unanticipated expenses
• Marlboro School will share services/personnel within the WCSU

PROMOTE TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY [HIGHLIGHTS]:

• Participation in the Local Common Assessments System (LCAS) Implemented across the WCSU
• WCSU analysis of SBAC results
• Marlboro School annual fiscal audit
• Development of a standards based report card

Meeting Act 46 Goal 5
EDUCATION DELIVERED AT A COST THAT PARENTS,
VOTERS AND TAXPAYERS VALUE [HIGHLIGHTS]:

• Marlboro will achieve this goal based on continued
receipt of the Small Schools Grants based upon
structural / geographic isolation
• The Marlboro Town Meeting has passed the annual
school budget for decades indicating support of its
fiscal responsibility
• The Marlboro Town citizens voted 264 - 66 (48%
turnout) in favor of maintaining the independence of
the Marlboro School as an Existing District

Marlboro School Enrollment

Pre-K to 8th Grade | 13 Year Trajectory

Marlboro School Tax Rate Through the Years
Homestead Tax Rate
Year
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2018 Actual

$2.00
$1.80
$1.60
$1.40
$1.20
$1.00
$0.80
$0.60
$0.40
$0.20
$0.00

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2018 Actual

Homestead Tax
Rate
$1.59
$1.62
$1.68
$1.72
$1.67
$1.65

CONCLUSION SUMMARY
This proposal is
• Strongly supported by the two new unified school districts within the Windham
Central Supervisory Union. (The 2s of the 2 x 2 x 1)
• We ALL look forward to working together to improve equity, quality, and opportunity for our
students
• We aim to achieve long-term sustainability for our taxpayers within the Existing District
(Marlboro) and across the WCSU
We ask the State Board to approve of this proposal so it may be taken before the voters of Marlboro.
Marlboro School Board Members, Supervisory Union Board Chair (Rich Werner), WCSU Superintendent
(William Anton), and Action Plan Consultant (Steve Dale) can answer any questions

